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India crossed two crore
Covid-19 vaccination in a

day for the first time since the
launch of the national inocu-
lation programme almost eight
months ago as the Government
raced to set the landmark on
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s birthday on Friday.

The one crore-mark was
crossed by the afternoon itself,
after which Ministers and BJP
leaders put out tweets urging
more to get their shots. Social
media was also abuzz with con-
gratulations wishes from a large
number of supporters even as
the Opposition mocked the
event as “PR stunt” and fudging
of data. Adding Friday’s tally,
daily vaccinations crossed the
one-croremark for the fourth
time in less than a month, with
total crossing 78.72 crore.

Among States, laggard
Bihar registered the highest sin-
gle-day vaccination at 16.28

lakh, followed by Karnataka at
15.47 lakh, Madhya Pradesh at
13.09 lakh, Uttar Pradesh at
12.12 lakh and Gujarat at 11.35
lakh.

Incidentally, Uttar Pradesh
has registered the highest num-
ber of vaccinations in total so
far at 9.18 crore, followed by
Maharashtra with 71.3 crore,
Madhya Pradesh 5.49 crore,
Gujarat 5.47 crore and
Rajasthan 5.23 crore. 

“On PM @Narendra Modi

Ji’s birthday, till 1:30 pm, the
country has crossed the mark
of 1 crore vaccines, the fastest
so far, and we are continuous-
ly moving forward. I believe
that today we will all make a
new record of vaccination and
give it as a gift to the Prime
Minister,” Union Health
Minister Mansukh Mandaviya
tweeted with the hashtags
“VaccineSeva” and
“HappyBdayModiji”.

The Government’s tracker

showed around 42,000 vacci-
nations in a minute, said a
senior health officer. 

“Celebrating the relentless
efforts of India’s vaccination
against Covid-19, we have
added a ticker to show vacci-
nations happening in near real-
time. We are currently clocking
over 42,000 vaccinations a
minute or 700/second,” tweet-
ed National Health Authority
chief RS Sharma.

Continued on Page 2
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Drawing attention to the
developments in

Afghanistan and the Taliban
take-over there, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Friday gave
a call to fight “extremism and
increasing radicalisation” at
the summit meeting of the
nine-member forum of
Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO). He
emphasised on the history of
“moderate Islam” in the Central
Asia and also talked about” ter-
ritorial integrity” in a veiled
message to China. 

Addressing the summit,
the Prime Minister said, “The
land-locked Central Asian
countries can benefit immense-
ly by connecting with India and
its “vast market” and indirect-
ly took on China when he said
“connectivity cannot be one
way street” and affirmed that
projects need to be “transpar-
ent”, giving respect to “territo-
rial integrity”.

Modi was alluding to the
“China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor” or CPEC which
India does not recognise as it
passes through Pakistan-occu-
pied Kashmir.

Modi said India is helping

to increase connectivity in
Afghanistan via Iran’s
Chabahar Port. The Prime
Minister also welcomed Iran as
the ninth member of the
forum.

Though the Prime
Minister spoke through video-
conferencing, India’s External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar is
physically representing India
on at the SCO summit in
Dushanbe, Tajikistan.
Jaishankar met his Chinese
counterpart Wang Yi and dis-
cussed bilateral relations, par-
ticularly the situation at the
Line of Actual Control in
Eastern Ladakh.

In his address, the Prime
Minister highlighted India’s
concerns over regional stabil-
ity and asked the SCO member
States, which includes China,
Russia, Pakistan and Central
Asian countries, to ensure the
grouping works closely togeth-
er on issues like connectivity
and trust. 

Modi referred to “radical-
ization” many a times saying
the biggest challenges before
SCO are “peace, security and
trust deficit” and sought the 21-
year-old forum to take initia-
tive and “fight radicalism and
extremism and develop a com-

mon template for it”.
The SCO was formed in

June 2001 with Kazakhstan,
China, Kyrgyzstan, Russia,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan as
members. India and Pakistan
became full members in 
June 2017. 

The Prime Minister said
the Central Asia has been a
region of moderation where
“Sufism flourished”, and asked
SCO should take steps and
work to develop a strong net-
work of existing “moderate
institutions” there. He called for
encouraging “moderate Islam”.

“Today, we can see what is
happening in Afghanistan. As
SCO members it is a must for
us all to ensure that there is no
radicalisation and extremism
on the rise there.

“If we take a look at histo-
ry, we will find that Central
Asia has been a bastion of

moderate and progressive cul-
tures and values. Sufism flour-
ished here over the centuries
and spread throughout the
region and the world. We can
still see them in the cultural
heritage of this region,” the
Prime Minister said.

Continued on Page 2
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The Goods and Service tax
council, comprising the

Finance Ministers of all States
and Union Territories and
Union Finance Minister, which
met here on Friday failed to
arrive at a decision on the
inclusion of petroleum prod-
ucts and diesel in the GST.
Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman said that
it was not time for including
petrol and diesel.

The council extended con-
cessional tax rates on Covid-19
medicines, cut tax on cancer
drugs and waived GST on
import of highly expensive

medicines for muscular 
atrophy. 

The 45th meeting of the
GST Council, chaired by
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman and comprising
State Finance Ministers, is the
first physical meeting since
the onset of the Covid-19 pan-

demic. The last such meeting
took place 20 months ago on
December 18, 2019.

The council’s agenda
included discussion on taxing
petrol and diesel under the sin-
gle national GST tax, extend-
ing tax concession to 11 Covid-
19 drugs, and review tax rates

of over 4-dozen items, like
oncology medicine and
coconut oil among others.

The discussion on inclu-
sion of petrol and diesel under
GST was taken on the direction
of the Kerala High Court. The
court had directed the matter
to be placed before the coun-
cil for discussion. However, the
Centre and the States failed to
arrive at a decision regarding
the inclusion of petrol and
diesel under the ambit of 
GST regime.

Kerala Finance Minister
vehemently opposed any move
to bring petrol and diesel under
the GST regime as that will fur-
ther reduce revenue generation
for the State and asserted that
the Centre should reduce its
levies on the two commodities
to provide relief to the common
people. Central excise and State
VAT (Value Added Tax) make
up for almost half of the retail
selling price of petrol and
diesel. Bringing them under the
GST would impact revenue
generation for the States.

Continued on Page 2
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The Delhi Police has arrest-
ed two men for allegedly

extorting money from people
by threatening to post their
nude or morphed videos and
pictures on social media 
platforms.

The duo, who was arrest-
ed from Rajasthan and identi-
fied as Jahul (25) and Minaj
(23), hailing from Mewat area
of Rajasthan’s Bharatpur dis-
trict, extorted money from
more than 250 people till date,
said the police.

According to Pranav Tayal,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Rohini district,
the arrests were made on the
basis of a complaint by a Delhi-
based man at the Begamupur
Police Station in July this year.

“According to the FIR, the
complainant had accepted the
friend request of a woman on
a social media platform. They
exchanged their contact num-
bers and started chatting on
WhatsApp. While chatting on
WhatsApp, the woman pro-

voked the complainant to per-
form a sexual act which was
recorded by her. She then
began to threaten him and
asked him to pay �15,000 to get
the video deleted,” he said.

“After the complainant
paid the said amount, he got a
phone call from another person
who claimed to be a cyber cell
officer from Durgapuri. The
person told him to get the
obscene video deleted from
YouTube and other social
media sites,” said the DCP.

“When the complainant
contacted the YouTuber pur-
ported to have posted the
video, he too demanded a sum
from the complainant to delete
the video from the video
streaming platform,” said 
the DCP.

“Using call detail record
analysis and technical surveil-
lance, a raid was conducted in
Mewat and both the accused
were arrested from there. Three
mobile phones used to make
extortion calls were seized
from their possession,” said
the DCP. 
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The New Zealand cricket
team on Friday abandoned

its ongoing tour of Pakistan just
before the start of the first ODI
here, citing a security threat
which the host board insisted
did not exist while declaring
the pullout a unilateral move.

This was New Zealand’s
first tour of Pakistan in 18 years
and the series comprised three
ODIs and five T20
Internationals. Spectators were
also to be allowed at 25 per cent
of the stadium capacity keep-
ing in mind the Covid factor.

Pakistan Cricket Board
chief Ramiz Raja said New
Zealand will have to answer for
the pullout at the ICC.

“Crazy day it has been! Feel
so sorry for the fans and our
players. Walking out of the tour
by taking a unilateral approach
on a security threat is very frus-
trating. Especially when it’s
not shared!! Which world is NZ
living in?? NZ will hear us at
ICC,” he tweeted. 

Detailed report on P12
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Manipur’s Tamenglong
Orange and Hathei, spe-

cial chilli varieties, have been
given the Geographical
Indication (GI) tag. 

Terming it to be historic,
Chief Minister N Biren Singh
took to Twitter saying, “What
a great start to the day for
Manipur! I’m really happy to
share that 2 (two) products of
Manipur viz Hathei Chilly &
Tamenglong orange have been
granted the GI Tag. This is a
historic milestone in the history
of Manipur which will increase
the income of the farmers
immensely.”

The GI tag identifies goods
of special quality attributable to
its geographical origin.

Detailed report on P5
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Fancy the javelin used by
gold medalist Sumit Antil in

the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic
Games or the one used by
Neeraj Chopra in the Tokyo
2020 Olympic Games!
Currently, put up for e-auc-
tioning on the Culture Ministry
website, the highest base price
for each javelin is �1 crore.

The proceeds from the e-
auction will go to the Namami
Gange Mission aimed at con-
serving and rejuvenating the
Ganga River. The memorabil-
ia include sports gear and
equipment of the medal-win-
ning Olympians and
Paralympians, a replica of the
Ayodhya Ram Mandir,
Chardham, sculptures and

paintings among others.
The highest quoted bids for

the badminton rackets of
Krishna Nagar, the Paralympic
gold medallist, and that of
Suhas Lalinakere Yathiraj, who
won the gold and silver medals
at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic
games respectively have already
gone up to �10 crore. In con-
trast, the lowest-priced item is
a small-sized decorative ele-
phant for �200.

The base price of Nagar’s
racket is �80 lakh while that of
Yathiraj is set at �50 lakh. The
fence used by CA Bhavani
Devi in fencing at the Olympics
2020 received the highest bid of
�10 crore while its base price is
�60 lakh. Devi is the first
Indian fencer to ever qualify for
the Tokyo Olympics after qual-

ifying for the 2020 
Summer Olympics.

The boxing gloves worn by
boxer Lovlina Borgohain, who
won a bronze decoration in the
welterweight (64-69kg) classi-
fication semi-final for women
at the Tokyo Olympics, becom-
ing the third Indian boxer to
win at Tokyo Olympics has
received a bid of �1.80 crore.
The base price for the gloves is
�80 lakh.

The highest bids for the
javelin which gave India its first

gold in the 2020 Olympics is
over �1.20 crore while its base
price is �1 crore.

The sharp-shooting glass-
es worn by Manish Narwal,
who bagged a gold medal in the
mixed 50m pistol SH1 final at
Tokyo 2020 Paralympic games
has so far received the highest
bid of �95.94 lakh. The shoot-
ing glasses were presented by
him to the Prime Minister

The wooden model of the
Ram Mandir placed inside a
glass box has received the high-
est quoted of �3 lakh so far. 

Individuals and organisa-
tions can participate through
the website pmmementos.
gov.in between September 17
and October 7. Once the auc-
tion ends, the Ministry will
notify the highest bidders
through email.
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Mumbai: As part of its latest
sero-survey conducted in the
country’s commercial capital
since the outbreak of the
Covid-19 in March-April last
year, the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC)
said on Friday that Covid-19
anti-bodies were found in a
sizeable 90.26 per cent of
Mumbaikars who were either
fully or partially vaccinated

The study conducted
between August 12 and
September 9 found antibodies
among the 79.86 per cent of
unvaccinated citizens.

Detailed report on P5
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New Delhi/Beijing: External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
has told his Chinese counter-
part Wang Yi that the two
sides should work for an early
resolution of the remaining
issues along the LAC in eastern
Ladakh to restore peace and
tranquillity in the border areas.
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About a month after West
Bengal Chief Minister and

Trinamool Congress head
Mamata Banerjee underscored
the need of Opposition unity
rather than focusing on a face
for the Prime Ministership,
her party on Friday projected
her as the only Opposition face
that could take on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

The front page of the TMC
mouthpiece Jago Bangla read,
“It is not Rahul, but Mamata,
who is the main face 
against Modi.”

At a Trinamool workers’
meeting too, senior leader and
MP Sudip Bandopadhyay
summed up his party’s mood
saying, “We have great regards
for Sonia… again the TMC has

nothing against Rahul Gandhi
whom I have observed for so
many years … but I can say he
has not measured up to the
expectations… he has not been
able to bring himself us as an
alternative to Narendra Modi
… In that case it is only
Mamata Banerjee who is the
main Opposition face 
against Modi.”

Continued on Page 2
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Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala
logged 23,260 fresh Covid-19 cases
on Friday, taking the total affected
in the state to 44,69,488, while 131
fatalities took the toll to 23,296. 

The total number of those
cured was 20,388, taking the over-
all number to 42,56,697. Thrissur
reported the highest number of
cases --4,013, followed by
Ernakulam with 3,143 and
Kozhikode with 2,095 cases, health
minister Veena George said.

Active cases in the state stood
at 1,88,926, of whom only 12.8 per
cent were admitted to hospitals, she
said, but did not give the Test
Positivity Rate.

"Out of those found infected on
Friday, 159 reached the state from
outside while 21,983 contracted the
disease through their contacts.
The sources of infection of 998 are

yet to be traced. 120 health work-
ers are also among the infected," the
Minister said in a release

There are 5,37,823 persons
under observation in the state, of
whom 26,363 are in isolation wards
of various hospitals. 

The Minister said 1,28,817
samples were tested in the last 24
hours and added that there are
2,507 wards across 678 local self
government bodies where the
weekly infection population ratio
was above eight per cent. PTI

6������"����
	76�!�+���������� New Delhi: The 10 Opposition trade

unions including INTUC, CITU and
AITUC on Friday decided to support
Samyukta Kisan Morcha’s call for
‘Bharat Bandh’ on September 27.
“The Joint Platform of Central Trade
Unions, independent sectoral
Federations and Associations con-
gratulates the farmers of India who
are relentlessly fighting demanding
repeal of the three farm laws, with-
drawal of the Electricity
(Amendment) Bill 2021 and for
legally guaranteed MSP since more
than nine months, under the leader-
ship of the Samyukta Kisan Morcha
(SKM),” said the trade unions in a
joint statement. 

They also supported SKM’s cam-
paign for the defeat of BJP led
Governments in Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand. “The conduct of the
Central Government in its second
term not only shows its complete dis-
connect with the demands of the toil-
ing people, it seems to be deliberate-

ly using this period of pandemic to
hurry through its pro-corporate
agenda as if there is no tomorrow. The
joint platforum  condemns, along
with the SKM, the Modi
Government’s move to announce
“National Monetisation Pipeline”,
that is meant to hand over the peo-
ple’s wealth to its corporate cronies.
It is bound to burden the common
masses with run-away price-rise,
which has already become unbear-
able. Its latest move to tax even the
interest in EPF accounts of workers
is shocking,” said the trade unions. 

The ‘Bharat Bandh’ will be a
strong warning to the present ruling
party in the government that its
machinations for communal polari-
sation, to disrupt unity of the people
and weaken their struggles, to facil-
itate corporate loot and serve its mas-
ters and donors, within and outside
the country, will not be allowed by the
patriotic people of this country, said
opposition parties’ trade unions.

New Delhi: The Samyukt Kisan
Morcha (SKM) on Friday issued guide-
lines for the September 27 'Bharat
Bandh' against the Centre's three farm
laws and said it would be peaceful and
farmers will ensure that the public faces
minimal inconvenience. 

In a statement, the SKM said the
bandh will start at 6 am and it will
remain in force till 4 pm. During this
time, central and State Government
offices, markets, shops, factories,
schools, colleges and other educa-
tional institutions will not be allowed
to function. Public and private trans-
port will not be allowed to ply on roads.
No public functions will be allowed, it
said. Only emergency services, includ-
ing ambulances and fire services, will
be allowed to function during the
bandh, it added.

"The SKM has asked constituent
organisations to appeal to all sections
of society to join hands with farmers
and publicise the bandh beforehand so
that inconvenience to the public may

be reduced. "The bandh will be peace-
ful as well as voluntary and would
exempt emergency services. The main
banners or themes for the day would
be 'Bharat Bandh against Anti-Farmer
Modi Government', 'Modi Brings in
Mandi Bandh', 'Farmers take up Bharat
Bandh' and so on," the statement said.

The SKM, an umbrella body of
over 40 farmer unions, said that a "state-
level preparatory meeting" will be
held in Mumbai on September 20 for
further planning regarding the bandh.
On the same day, a 'Kisan Mazdoor
Mahapanchayat' will be organised in
Uttar Pradesh's Sitapur, followed by a
'Kisan Mahapanchayat' in
Uttarakhand's Roorkee on September
22.

Additionally, the protesting farm-
ers will also host a five-day Kabaddi
League starting September 22 at Tikri
and Singhu border protest sites."Teams
from different States are expected to
participate and play for cash rewards,"
the statement said. PNS
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Bengaluru: Karnataka topped the
Covid vaccination drive in the coun-
try on Friday by administering
26.92 lakh doses till 9 PM,  Minister
for Health & Family Welfare and
Medical Education K Sudhakar said.

The State stood first in the
country ahead of Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh, which achieved over 26.62
lakh doses and 24.86 lakh doses
respectively, his office said in a
release.

According to data released by
the state health department at 8:30
pm, Karnataka had achieved 85 per
cent coverage by administering
26,92,955 doses, against the target of
31,75,000.

"I would like to thank all the
health workers and other staff who
have been involved in this historic
vaccination drive," Sudhakar said. 
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Firozabad (UP): Two more deaths due to viral fever and
dengue were reported from UP's Firozabad, taking the dis-
trict's fatality count to 62, according to official records.

A woman died from dengue on Thursday while a child
died on Friday.

Additional Director (Health) Dr AK Singh said sever-
al teams are working to control the outbreak of viral fever
and dengue.  

A medical team led by communicable disease special-
ist Dr GS Bajpai had gone to Tundla on Thursday and vis-
ited affected areas in Firozabad city and Shikohabad on
Friday, he said.

On the instructions of the Union government, Director
of Swachh Bharat Mission S B Singh reached Firozabad and
assessing the situation.

A special cleaning drive and anti-larva spraying are
being carried out, the official said.  

When asked as to why the situation has not been con-
trolled despite efforts for almost a month now, he said con-
tinuous rain for two days has interrupted the operations.  

Problems are emerging in controlling the situation due
to frequent rain, he said.

Meanwhile, the Divisional Commissioner of Agra, Amit
Gupta, has directed Agra's Assistant Municipal
Commissioner Anupam Shukla to try to handle the situa-
tion by working for three days in Firozabad along with his
team consisting of two sanitary inspectors.

The divisional commissioner has directed to run a clean-
liness campaign to ensure that there is no waterlogging. 

The team led by Shukla has arrived here, officials said.  

Lucknow:Twelve more people
died in incidents of wall and
house collapse in Uttar Pradesh
taking the death toll due to
heavy rain in recent days to 24,
officials said on Friday.

The first house collapse was
reported on Wednesday. Till
Thursday, 12 deaths due to rain-
related incidents took place in
the state, officials said.

Incidents of wall and house
collapse were reported from
Chitrakoot, Pratapgarh, Amethi
and Sultanpur districts leading to
loss of 12 more lives, officials said
on Friday.

Three people, including a
woman and her two children,
were killed when their 'kutcha'
house collapsed in Karhi village
under Mau Police Station area of
Chitrakoot district on Friday
evening, they said.

Yashoda (25), her son Rishi
(5) and daughter Richa (3) were
buried under the debris of the
house, SHO of Mau Police
Station Gulab Tripathi said.

In Pratapgarh, seven people,
including a child, died in house
and wall collapses due to heavy
rains in the last 24 hours, officials

said.
Amit (4) and Om Prakash

(50) died in separate villages
under Antu Police Station area in
the district due to wall collaps-
es amid incessant rains on
Thursday, police said. Kalika
(80), hailing from a village under
Sagipur Police Station area,
Kalawati (65) in Kohdaur Police
Station area, Chamela Devi (54)
and Kusum Maurya (25) in dif-
ferent villages under Kotwali
Patti Police Station area, and
Amarjit Singh (65) in a village
under Udaypur area died in

similar incidents of wall and
house collapses, police said.

In Amethi's Madhupur
Khadri village under
Sangrampur Police Station area,
Gayadin (52) was cleaning the
drain when the wall of his
'kutcha' house collapsed on him
leading to his death, SDM
Amethi, Mahatma Singh said.

In a similar incident in
Sadarpur village under Chanda
Kotwali area of Sultanpur,
Surajpal (55) was killed when a
wall collapsed on him on
Thursday night, police said. PTI
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Four persons were killed in
elephant attacks in Korba,

Mahasamund, Jashpur and
Balod districts of Chhattisgarh,
taking the count of such fatal-
ities to 10 so far this month, a
forest official said on Friday.

These attacks took place in
the last 48 hours in districts
where several incidents of
human-elephant conflict have
been reported in the recent
past, they said.

A 40-year-old woman was
trampled to death by a wild ele-
phant when she was sleeping in
her hut on the outskirts of
Amjhar (Lamnidar) village in
Katghora forest division of
Korba in the early hours of
Friday, said Dharmendra
Chauhan, forest range officer of
Pasan range.

On hearing the trumpeting
sound of elephants, villagers
ran out of their homes, but the
victim, who was deaf, mute and
mentally unstable, stayed
inside, he said. 

One of the pachyderms,
destroyed the hut and trampled
her to death, the official said,
adding that forest personnel
rushed to spot and sent the
body for postmortem. 

Similarly, a 48-year-old
employee of the health depart-
ment was trampled to death by
a tusker, when he tried to take
selfies with the animal in a for-
est near Kona village of
Mahasamund district on
Thursday evening, another
official said.

Ajay Tiwari, a peon at sub-
health centre in Khatti village,
was returning home from
work, when he stopped mid-
way after finding out about the
movement of elephants and
entered the forest, he 
said.

Despite being warned by
villagers, Tiwari went too close
to the jumbo and tried to take
selfies with the animal on his
phone, but the tusker sudden-
ly charged towards him and
crushed him to death, he 
said.

Hyderabad: Maoist Jajjeri
Samakka, wife of  Haribhushan,
a top leader of the outfit who
died in June, has surrendered
before Telangana police due to
health reasons, police said on
Friday. Haribhushan died of a
heart attack after testing positive
for Covid-19, a police press
release said.

Jajjeri Samakka alias
Sharada joined the banned
organisation in1994 and rose to
the level of divisional commit-
tee member, the release said.
Besides health problems, she
also lost faith in the Maoist ide-
ology, which prompted her to
surrender, it said.Though born
and brought up in the thick of
Maoist movement, Samakka,
who worked underground for
almost 25 years, understood
that there is no relevance and
acceptance for the movement in
today's context, it said, adding
that she therefore, appealed to
the cadres to give up arms and
join the mainstream. PTI
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From Page 1
He further said his statements

should not be taken as anti-Rahul.
“We have nothing against Rahul… we
also do not say that the anti-BJP
alliance would come up without the
Congress … we only want to say the
TMC will go about campaigning with
Mamata as the face of the anti-Modi
and anti-BJP campaign.” Bengal
Minister Firhad Hakim said,
“Mamata is the only deserving can-
didate for the purpose because there
is great regard for her among the peo-
ple of the country … they consider
only Mamata Didi as the true
Opposition leader … one has to
remember that when Modi unleashed
State terror with agencies all the lead-
ers went in hiding and it is only
Mamata who continued to take him
on like a tigress … the people will take
this into account.” Curiously the
Chief Minister during his stay in
Delhi had told journalists that she is
more interested in throwing out the
BJP than anything else. “It is the time
to forge unity and not look for faces
… I am a common political worker
and will try to contribute towards

forging and Opposition alliance …
that is my job… not thinking about
who will lead such alliance,” she had
said.

Even as other TMC leaders like
Kunal Ghosh immediately engaged in
neutralising the alleged “damage”
done to the “cordiality” developed
between the two sides since Mamata
went to Delhi and met Sonia post-
Bengal polls, Bengal Congress pres-
ident Adhir Chowdhury hit hard at
the “TMC’s ballooning ambitions”
saying, “If Jago Bangla will not pro-
mote Mamata then who will …. 2024
is still far away and there is no need
to start jumping from now … we will
see who becomes what before the
elections.” On Bandopadhyay’s com-
ments, he said, “It is like counting the
chickens well before the eggs have
been laid.” CPI(M) general secretary
Sitaram Yechury too sounded skep-
tical about Mamata’s acceptability
nationally. “Such a big claim is too
premature … we have seen through
our experience how coalitions are
made and broken … wait and see
how 3rd Front or 4th Front is made
before the elections.”

From Page 1
“In the beginning, we were administering 40 lakh

doses in a day. We then brought it up to 1 crore daily
doses and today we had already touched 1.35 crore doses
by 3 pm,” Union Minister Hardeep Singh Puri tweet-
ed.

Similarly, BJP leader Devendra Fadnavis tweeted at
around 7 pm, “historic 17th September ! India’s won-
derful gift to Hon PM  @narendramodi ji on his birth-
day & new record of single day vaccination ! Crossed
Europe vaccination too! 1 Day; 9 hours; 2 Crore+
Vaccine doses administered and counting.”

The Health Ministry said that on Friday as part of
the “Vaccine Seva” campaign, the Health Minister vis-
ited Safdarjung Hospital to take stock of the ongoing
vaccination and congratulated the healthcare workers
for helping the country cross the two crore benchmark.

The cumulative doses administered in the country
reached 2,03,68,343 at 5.27 pm, according to data on
the Co-WIN portal.

Mandaviya said this is the fastest pace at which one
crore doses have been administered.

With this, the total number of doses administered
in the country has crossed 78.72 crore. The Ministry
has also maintained that India will get about 20 crore
doses of Covishield and 3.5 crore doses of Covaxin which
will be supplied to stakeholders in this month.

Meanwhile, sources in the Health Ministry on Friday
said that for India “vaccinating its citizens is a priori-
ty and export of vaccines will be discussed only after
the country’s requirement is over.”

From Page 1
“Based on this historical heritage of Central

Asia, SCO should make a common template of
fighting radicalisation and extremism. In India,
and in almost all the countries of the SCO, there
are moderate, tolerant and inclusive institutions
and traditions associated with Islam,” he further
said. India is quite anxious about Pakistan
using Afghan soil to help infiltrate terror groups
Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed in
Jammu and Kashmir and create another front for
India to battle-out along with China and
Pakistan.

The Prime Minister clearly maintained that
“fighting radicalization is not only necessary for
regional security and mutual trust, but it is also
necessary for the bright future of our younger
generations.” “The vast economic potential of this
region has also remained untapped due to rad-
icalization and insecurity, be it mineral wealth
or intra-SCO trade, to take full advantage of
them, we have to emphasize on mutual connec-
tivity. The role of Central Asia in history has been
that of a connectivity bridge between major
regional markets.  “This was also the basis of the
prosperity of this region. India is committed to
increasing its connectivity with Central Asia”,
announced the Prime Minister. 

From Page 1
Kerala Finance Minister K

N Balagopal said the fuel prices
skyrocketed due to the huge
increase of its cess by the
Centre and if the Union
Government reduces the cess
that will help in bringing down
the prices of petrol and diesel.
According to him, if petrol and
diesel are brought under the
GST regime, the State will lose
Rs 8,000 crore annually.   

UP Finance Minister
Suresh Khanna also opposed
the move.  He tweeted “the
State is opposed to petroleum
products bring under GST as
the State will lose a big source
of revenue and ultimately it
won’t be in people’s interest’’.
Khanna also claimed the issue
of bringing petroleum products
was not in the agenda of the
GST council meeting.

The GST Council granted
exemptions to certain life-sav-
ing drugs and the drugs sug-
gested by health ministry for
treating muscular atrophy.
Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman said, “We
have seen in the last one year
and probably earlier that some
life-saving drugs, which are not
connected with Corona and are
very expensive. Exemptions
have been given for such
drugs.”

She further added, “I am
giving the names of two
because those two are very
expensive drugs - Zolgensma
and Viltepso. These two are
very important drugs which
cost something like Rs 16
crores. So the council has

decided to grant exemption
from GST for these 2.”

The Finance Minister fur-
ther added, “Drugs that are
suggested by the Ministry of
Health for treating muscular
atrophy, on the recommenda-
tion of Health Ministry and
Dept of Pharmaceuticals, are
also exempted for IGST on
import for personal use.”

To check the tax evasion
by the restaurants, the GST
Council has fixed levy level for
Food-delivery apps like Swiggy
and Zomato. The Council stat-
ed that the place of the deliv-
ery will be the point where the
tax will be collected by the food
delivery apps. They will pay
GST on it. The Finance
Minister said there is no new
tax. The tax was earlier payable
by the restaurants, now the tax
will be paid by the food deliv-
ery aggregators. The Centre has
declined to extend the period
of compensation to states
beyond five years or July 2022.
The GST council has however
set up a Group of Ministers
(GOM) to chalk out the crucial
issue of compensation for States
beyond June 2022. GOM has
been tasked with discussing all
issues involved in compensa-
tions and compensation cess
and has been asked to submit
the report to the council in two
months. 

The Centre in June 2017
had guaranteed annual hike in
tax collections to all the States
after the implementation of the
GST. 

The Centre had also
promised to compensate the
States for the shortfall in rev-
enue. 
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To discuss the issue of ter-
rorism and the security

scenario, the Delhi Police on
Friday called an inter-State
coordination meeting with its
counterparts in neighbouring
States and Intelligence agencies
at its headquarters in the
national Capital

“The meeting was called to
discuss the issue of terrorism
and the security scenario in the
neighbouring States. The
Afghanistan situation after the
Taliban took over the country
was also on the agenda,” said a
senior police official.

On Tuesday, the Delhi
Police’s Special Cell busted a
Pakistan-organised terror mod-
ule and arrested six men,
including two ISI-trained ter-
rorists.

The terrorists were alleged-
ly planning several blasts across
the country, including Delhi,
Uttar Pradesh and
Maharashtra, during the forth-
coming festivals of Ganesh
Chaturthi, Navratri and
Ramleela.

Pakistan-based Anees
Ibrahim, who is the brother of
Dawood Ibrahim, was in
touch with the underworld
operatives to execute the ter-
ror plan.

The interrogation of the six
men has revealed that the
Pakistan terror module was
being operated through two
components — via the under-
world and the Pak-ISI trained
terror module.

The Taliban seised power
in Afghanistan on August 15,
two weeks before the US’ com-
plete troop withdrawal on
August 31 after a costly two-

decade war. This forced Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani to flee
the country to the UAE.

The Taliban insurgents
stormed across Afghanistan
and captured all major cities in
a matter of days, as Afghan
security forces trained and
equipped by the US and its
allies melted away.

Thousands of Afghan
nationals and foreigners have
fled the country to escape the
new Taliban regime and to seek
asylum in different nations,
including the US and many
European nations, resulting in
total chaos and deaths.
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Given that dust plays a cru-
cial role in polluting the

air, the Delhi Government, in
a first instructed major private
construction agencies to follow
norms to stop dust pollution
within 15 days.

Delhi’s Environment
Minister, Gopal Rai, on Friday
said all private agencies should
hold a review meeting at their
construction sites to see which
guidelines are being followed
and which are not and comply,
accordingly. “Our Government
will take strict action against
private agencies found not fol-
lowing the norms as per the
Winter Action Plan (WAP).
Pollution is an issue related to
our own life and our chil-
dren's lives; we all have to
fight for clean air together,” Rai
said during his interaction with
construction sector represen-
tatives.

To curb dust pollution, the
Delhi Government called for a
meeting of all agencies which
are involved in construction
activities, like the MCD, DDA,
CPWD and PWD. They have

been asked to submit their
action plan by September 21. In
private agencies, L&T, the
GMR Group, Raheja
Developers, NDMMPL and
the NBCC have been included.
“We have informed them of
whatever shortcomings that
we observed from their end. In
this fight against pollution, we
have communicated strict
directions to private construc-
tion agencies and sought com-
pliance from all of them.
Instructions have been given to
the agencies to conduct review
meetings individually,” Rai
added.

The Minister also instruct-
ed them to follow the 14 -point
guidelines to prevent dust pol-
lution. The
construction/demolition activ-
ity in NCT of Delhi can only be
undertaken after ensuring the
Dust Mitigation Measures pre-
scribed as dust/wind breaking
walls of appropriate height
around the periphery of the
construction site. Installation of
Anti-Smog Gun(s) (for >20,000
m2 built up area). A tarpaulin,
green net on the scaffolding is
to be put up around the area

under construction and the
building.

All vehicles, including
those carrying construction
material and construction
debris of any kind, should be
cleaned, their wheels washed
and they should be fully cov-
ered and protected. All con-
struction debris and material
should be stored on the site and
not dumped on public roads or
pavements. No loose soil, sand,
construction and demolition
waste or any other construction
material that causes dust shall
be left uncovered. No grinding
and cutting of building mate-
rials in open areas. Wet jets
should be used in grinding and
stone cutting. Unpaved surfaces
and areas with loose soil should
be adequately sprinkled with
water to suppress dust. Roads
leading to or at construction
sites must be paved and black-
topped i.e. metallic roads (for
>20,000 m2 built up area).
Construction and demolition
waste should be recycled on-
site or transported to an autho-
rised recycling facility and due
record of the same should be
maintained.
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Delhi Police on Friday
detained Sukhbir Badal,

the president of the Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD), Harsimrat
Kaur Badal, former Union
Minister along with 15 party
leaders for taking out a protest
march against the Centre’s
three farm laws on Friday in
violation of Covid-19 guide-
lines.

According to Deepak
Yadav, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), New Delhi district, the
President of Sukhbir Badal,
Harsimrat Kaur Badal and the
15 party leaders were detained
at Parliament Street Police
Station and released later.

The SAD under the lead-
ership of its Sukhbir Singh
Badal had given a call to take
out the march starting from
Gurdwara Talab Ganj Sahib to
Parliament House against the
"anti-farmer" laws passed by
the Central Government.

According to police, they
were not granted permission
to hold the protest in view of
the existing guidelines framed
under the Supreme Court’s
order and other guidelines
issued by the Delhi Disaster
Management Authority to
prevent and control the out-
break of the Covid-19 pan-
demic.

Police cited that all type of
social, political, sports, enter-
tainment, academic, cultural,
religious and festival-related
gatherings are prohibited till

September 30 untill further
orders.

Meanwhile, there were
massive traffic jams at several
parts of the national Capital,
including Lutyens' Delhi and
ITO on Friday morning fol-
lowing the protest march
organised by members of the
SAD. The Delhi Traffic Police
(DTP) also on Friday alerted
commuters about the closure of
specific roads and suggested
diversions to avoid any incon-
venience.

The traffic police said most
of the calls regarding traffic
jams came from New Delhi,
Dhaula Kuan, ITO, Vikas
Marg, Delhi Gate and Karol
Bagh areas. The ITO stretch
was heavily choked by the
vehicles. There was also heavy
traffic at the Ram Manohar
Lohia Hospital roundabout.

Due to the protest call by
farmers to assemble at
Gurudwara Rakab Ganj, police
pickets were placed as a pre-
caution at different areas in the
national Capital while traffic
was being released after vehi-
cles were  being checked, a
senior traffic police official
said.

According to police, the
road from Sardar Patel Marg to
Dhaula Kuan was closed for
traffic due to the farmers'
movement.

The traffic coming from
Gurugram to Sardar Patel Marg
and the traffic coming from
Narayan to the loop was also
diverted towards Ring Road
Moti Bagh.
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The Delhi Government is
constructing India's largest

‘Sewage Treatment Plant’ (STP)
at Okhla which will have a
capacity to treat 564 million
litres of waste water per day.

The STP that is spread
over an area of 110 acres will be
completed by the end of 2022.
After the completion of this
STP, major flows of sewage that
flows into the Yamuna will get
treated. This treated water will
then be used for rejuvenating
underground water while the
rest will be discharged into the
Yamuna.

Water Minister and Delhi
Jal Board (DJB) Chairman
Satyendar Jain visited the con-
struction site of on Friday and
said that the STP will stop 564
MLD of sewage from flowing

into the Yamuna by treating to
the latest norms of Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD) 10
mg/L and ‘Total Suspended
Solids’ (TSS) 10 mg/L with
nutrient removal.

“The treated water will be
fit to be utilised for various
non-potable purposes like gar-
dening, lakes rejuvenation,
washing, flushing etc. We are
working with our full dedica-
tion and compensating for the
delay due to Covid-19 by
putting in additional resources.
The work of this STP is expect-
ed to be completed by
December 2022," he said.

“This STP will receive the
sewage from various drains
and sewerage networks of
South and Central Delhi. Most
advanced systems are being
integrated with this STP using
state of art technologies. 
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Aiming to generate solar
power through rooftops

of buildings, East Delhi
Municipal Corporation
(EDMC) and Solar Energy
Corporation of India (SECI)
have signed a ‘Memorandum of
Understanding’ (MoU) on
Friday.

Under this project, munic-
ipal buildings including 220
schools, 70 community halls,
40 health department buildings
including hospitals and office
buildings etc will be utilised for
installation of solar power
plants on rooftops by the SECI.

The MoU was signed by
Chief Engineer EDMC
Sandeep Sharma and repre-

sentative of SECI on behalf of
Commissioner EDMC Vikas
Anand and MD of SECI
Suman Sharma.

Mayor of East Delhi Shyam
Sunder Aggarwal said that
solar power is considered to be
the most viable form of green
energy in Delhi. “It has the
potential of bringing down the
expenditure on energy and
reducing its reliance on unsus-
tainable fossil fuels,” he said.

Commissioner of EDMC,
Vikas Anand said that the
MoU is signed for collaborat-
ing and jointly undertaking the
identification, and develop-
ment of potential sites for exe-
cution of solar roof top power
projects in EDMC jurisdic-
tion. 
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With the objective of restor-
ing peace at the Line of

Actual Control (LAC) in
Ladakh, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar urged his
Chinese counterpart Wang Yi
to work for an early resolution
and hold talks soon.

The two ministers met at
the sidelines of the ongoing
Shanghai Co-operation
Organisation (SCO) summit in
Dushanbe, Tajikistan on
Thursday and Jaishankar also
asked the Chinese to avoid
viewing its ties with India
through the lens of a third
country.

The two ministers
reviewed the current situation
at the LAC in eastern Ladakh
and agreed that military and
diplomatic officials of both
sides should meet again and
discuss resolving the remaining
issues at the earliest.

The 12th round of Corps
Commander level talks were
held on July 30 to find mutual-
ly agreed process of withdraw
troops from the flashpoints at
the LAC.  The next round is
likely to take place soon,
sources said here on Friday. On
the meeting between Jaishankar
and Wang Yi, the former told
the latter India had never sub-
scribed to any “clash of civili-
sations theory” and that Asian
solidarity would depend on
the example set by India-China
relations, the external affairs
ministry(MEA)said here on
Friday.

He also said the two sides
need to establish a relationship
based on “mutual respect” for
which it was necessary that
China avoid viewing the ties
with India from the perspective
of its relations with third coun-

tries, it said.
On Twitter, Jaishankar said:

“It is also essential that China
does not view its relations with
India through the lens of a
third country.” While
Jaishankar mentioned “a third
country”, the statement by the
MEA talked about “third coun-
tries”. It is learnt that the two
sides also exchanged views on
developments in Afghanistan
after the Taliban’s takeover of
the country. 

The MEA in its statement
said the two ministers dis-
cussed the situation at the LAC
and took stock of the global
developments. Jaishankar
underlined that it was necessary
to ensure progress in the reso-
lution of remaining issues so as
to restore peace and tranquilli-
ty along the LAC.  He also said
such an atmosphere in the bor-
der areas has been an essential
basis for progress in the bilat-
eral relations. 

“In this regard, the minis-
ters agreed that military and
diplomatic officials of the two
sides should meet again and
continue their discussions to
resolve the remaining issues at
the earliest,” the MEA said.

“In this context, the exter-
nal affairs minister recalled
that Foreign Minister Wang Yi
had in their last meeting noted
that the bilateral relations were

at low ebb,” it said. 
The MEA said both sides in

the previous meeting had
agreed that a prolongation of
the existing situation was not in
the interest of either side as it
was impacting the relationship
in a negative manner. 

Jaishankar noted that since
their last meeting on July 14, the
two sides had made some
progress in the resolution of the
remaining issues along the LAC
in eastern Ladakh and had
completed the disengagement
in Gogra area.  However, there
were still some outstanding
issues that needed to be
resolved, the statement said.

Wang and Jaishankar had
held a bilateral meeting on the
sidelines of another conclave of
the SCO in Dushanbe on July
14. In the meeting, Jaishankar
told Wang that any unilateral
change in the status quo along
the LAC was “not acceptable” to
India and that the overall ties
can only develop after full
restoration of peace and tran-
quillity in eastern Ladakh.

Giving details about the lat-
est meeting, the external affairs
ministry said the two 
ministers also exchanged views
on the recent global develop-
ments.

Jaishankar conveyed that
India had never subscribed to
any clash of civilisations theo-

ry. He said India and China had
to deal with each other on mer-
its and establish a relationship
based on mutual respect.

“For this, it was necessary
that China avoid viewing our

bilateral relations from the per-
spective of its relations with
third countries. Asian solidar-
ity would depend on the exam-
ple set by India-China rela-
tions,” the statement said.
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With China adopting an
aggressive posture in

the Indo-Pacific region,
Australia on Friday defended
its decision to forge an alliance
with the US and UK known as
AUKUS. 

This alliance was unveiled
on Thursday by Australian
Prime Minister Scott
Morrison, British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson and
US President Joe Biden. 

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi,External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar and
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh were informed about
this decision by their respec-
tive Australian counterparts
before the formal announce-
ment.

China criticised the secu-
rity alliance saying it will
gravely undermine regional
stability and aggravate the
arms race. Under the AUKUS,
Australia will get nuclear pow-
ered submarines by other two
countries.

France also took exception
to the grouping and said its
exclusion from the alliance
reflected a lack of coherence
when common challenges are
being faced in the Indo-Pacific
region. It was also cut up with
Australia as a deal to build
submarines for Australia was
also cancelled.

Justifying his country
joining the AUKUS,
Australian High
Commissioner to New Delhi
Barry O’Farrell said here

China’s massive military mod-
ernisation programme, chal-
lenging strategic environment
in the Indo-Pacific and inten-
sification of great power com-
petition in the region prompt-
ed Canberra to become part of
the ambitious AUKUS part-
nership.

“The decision reflects a
much more challenging strate-
gic environment, an environ-
ment we share with India,
where great power competi-
tion is intensifying, where ter-
ritorial tensions in the South
China Sea, Taiwan and else-
where are becoming more
challenging,” he said.

The partnership, seen as
an effort to counter China in
the Indo-Pacific, will allow the
US and UK to provide
Australia with the technology
to develop nuclear-powered
submarines for the first time. 

The High Commissioner
said AUKUS will not affect the
Quad coalition of India,
Australia, US and Japan. He
said the Australian prime
minister, the foreign minister
and  the defence minister
spoke to their counterparts in
India to inform  them of the
decision before the announce-
ment on the AUKUS part-
nership was made.

The envoy said the invest-
ment in the Indo-Pacific in
expanding military capability
is proceeding at an “unprece-
dented rate” and it is being dri-
ven by China, which has the
largest military  modernisa-
tion programme underway in
the world.
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The Taliban are back in the
business of narcotics ‘trade’

and has created a new route for
global supply by shipping the
contraband to Turkey through
Pakistani military and com-
mercial aircraft for onward
distribution to Europe and
elsewhere.

The Taliban are also nego-
tiating with the US for release
of notorious drug lord Haji
Bashir Noorjai, lodged in the
US prisons since 2009 in
exchange for releasing the
Americans and Afghans strand-
ed in Afghanistan. For this, the
Taliban is willing to exchange
abducted American civil engi-
neer and military contractor
Mark Randall Frerichs who
had disappeared in Afghanistan
in January 2020 from the
Afghanistan-Pakistan border,
sources tracking the develop-
ments in Afghanistan said.

Noorjai is also well con-
nected to Al Qaeda and its affil-
iates in South Africa like Al
Shabab who could also be
exploited for the arms trade in
the continent besides expand-
ing the spread of the contra-
band in the region.

While both the Taliban
and the Pakistan Army-ISI
(Inter-Services Intelligence)
combine are on the same page
for reinvigorating the drugs
trafficking, the current regime
in Kabul is also claiming seizure
of drugs consignment at Kabul
airport with the twin agenda of
an image makeover and check-
ing any trafficking of the con-
traband by individuals and
entities who bypass the regular
channels for such illicit busi-
ness. Such fake seizures will also
help Taliban build a new image
in line with international laws
and help it gain international
recognition of its governance
structure, they said. 

The new modus operandi
has been activated as Pakistan
is using its leverage with Turkey
for transshipment of the con-
traband through regular civil-
ian airways as well as military
planes, they further said.

Amid the ongoing bargain
for release of Noorjai, the
Taliban is aiming to revive the
traditional drug routes via the
Middle East to South Africa
and scale up the entire illicit
drugs business chain to aug-
ment the funds crunch that
Kabul is facing post-takeover of

Afghanistan on August 15.
The development comes

as the Taliban is facing dire
financial crisis and the Afghan
foreign minister had recently
visited Islamabad to seek aid but
Pakistan could not commit
grants due to its bankrupt
economy. 

However, Islamabad agreed
for active facilitation of the
drugs trade.

Senior counter-terrorism
expert of Afghan origin Ajmal
Sohail said, “Drug trafficking
has remained the mainstay of
revenue generation for Taliban
and the militia is back to its old
tactic. 

However, to keep the inter-
national community in good
humour, Taliban is projecting
itself as the good guy by show-
casing the seizure of the con-
traband at Kabul airport as a
measure of revamped Taliban.”

The Taliban also has begun
taking payments for the sup-
plies of drugs to Europe and
countries in North as well as
South America through African
conduits in diamonds and gen-
erating revenue through white
channels, added Sohail who is
also founder of Afghanistan
Republic Salvation Front.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) conducted

searches in Tamil Nadu and
arrested an accused in the
Madurai Hizb-ut-Tahrir case.

The searches were con-
ducted at two locations in
Thiruvarur and Tanjore dis-
tricts of Tamil Nadu after
which an accused Bava
Bahrudeen alias Mannai Bava,
was arrested.

The case was initially reg-
istered at Thideer Nagar
Police Station, Madurai City
in which  Mohammed Iqbal
alias Senthil Kumar had used
his Facebook account
“Thoonga Vizhigal Rendu is
in Kazimar Street” to upload
posts that denigrated a par-
ticular community and
fomented communal dishar-
mony among different reli-
gions in a manner prejudicial
to the maintenance of public
order, the NIA said.

“Investigation has
revealed that the accused per-
son Mohammed Iqbal con-
spired with others including
Mannai Bava, in the name of
Hizb-ut-Tahrir to re-estab-
lish Islamic State and imple-
ment Sharia globally including
in India,” the agency said in a
statement.

In furtherance of this con-
spiracy, they had participated
in closed door Bayans (meet-
ings) and created multiple
accounts on various social
media applications to upload
posts intended to disclaim
and disrupt the sovereignty

and territorial integrity of
India. The conspiracy meet-
ings / closed door Bayans
were helmed by the arrested
accused person Mannai Bava
and conducted in Madurai,
Erode, Salem, Tanjore dis-
tricts in Tamil Nadu.

During the searches con-
ducted in Mannargudi of
Thiruvarur district and in
Mansur Ali Thaikal area of
Tanjore district, 30 books,
handwritten documents con-
taining incriminating litera-
ture related to Hizb-ut-Tahrir
and establishment of Islamic
State / Khilafat and three dig-
ital devices were seized, it
added.
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The National investigation
Agency (NIA) on Friday

said it has investigated 37 cases
of terror attacks, conspiracy
and funding which have been
inspired by the Islamic State
ideology. 

The most recent case was
registered by NIA in June 2021.
A total of 168 accused have
been arrested in these cases and
chargesheets have been filed in
31 cases,. As many as 27
accused have been convicted
after trial, it said.

“Investigation by NIA has
revealed that IS (Islamic State)
is trying to spread its tentacles
in India through continuous
propaganda online. Gullible
youth are targeted on open
social media platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Once a person
shows interest, he or she is then
enticed to communicate with
online handlers based abroad
using encrypted social media
platforms,” it said in a state-
ment.

Depending on the gullibil-
ity of the person, the handlers
then use the person for upload-
ing online content, translation
of IS texts to local language,
conspiracy, preparation of a
module, collection of arms
and ammunition, preparation
of IEDs, terror funding and
even attacks, it further said.  

An appeal is being made
that any such activity noticed
on the internet maybe brought
to the notice of the authorities.
NIA may be contacted at tele-
phone number- 011-24368800,
it added.
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The Supreme Court col-
legium headed by CJI NV

Ramana is learnt to have rec-
ommended eight names of
judges, including acting chief
justice of Calcutta High Court
Justice Rajesh Bindal, for their
elevation as chief justices of
different high courts. The
Collegium including the
senior most four judges of the
apex court also decided to
transfer five Chief Justices of
High Court and 28 High
Court Judges to other States. 

Tripura High Court Chief
Justice Akil Kureshi has been
transferred to Rajasthan.
Justice Kureshi, one of the
senior-most high court judges
in the countr y,  was 
originally elevated as a judge
in the Gujarat High Court
and has been in news due to
his non-elevation as a judge of
the apex court. His decision to
give CBI custody of Amit
Shah in 2010 invited contro-
versies.

Justice Bindal of Calcutta

High Court has been in news
recently due to his adminis-
trative and judicial decisions
in matters related to political
stand-off between the BJP
and the Trinamool Congress
in West Bengal. Chief justice
of Andhra Pradesh High
Court Justice Arup Kumar
Goswami  has been trans-
ferred to  Chhattisgarh High
Court ,  Chief  justice of
Madhya Pradesh High Court
Justice Mohd Rafiq to the
Himachal  Pradesh High
Court. The Collegium also
r e c o m m e n d e d
transfer of Chief Justice of
Rajasthan High Court Justice
Indrajit  Mahanty to the
Tripura High Court and
Meghalaya High Court Chief
Justice Biswanath Somadder
to the Sikkim High Court. 

Besides Justice Bindal, the
Collegium has recommended
names of Justices Prakash
Srivastava,  Prashant 
Kumar Mishra, Ritu Raj
Awasthi, Satish Chandra
Sharma, Ranjit V More,
Aravind Kumar and R V

Malimath for appointing
them as chief justices of dif-
ferent high courts across the
country, the sources said.
Sources said names of Justices
Prakash Srivastava, Prashant
Kumar Mishra and Ritu Raj
Awasthi have been recom-
mended for appointment as
chief justices of high courts of
Calcutta, Andhra Pradesh
and Karnataka.               

After assuming charge as
the CJI in April this year,
Justice Ramana has 
recommended nearly 100
names for appointment to
different high courts, sources
said. 

The 25 high courts of the
country have a combined
sanctioned strength of 1,080
judges and on May 1, 2021,
the high courts were func-
tioning with 420 judges only. 

The series of recommen-
dations have been made close
on the heels of a historic
decision to 
recommend 68 names in one
go for judgeship in 12 high
courts across the country.
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Many patients with vitiligo
which is an autoimmune

disorder characterised by the
loss of skin colour in parts of a
body seem to be finding succor
in herbal remedies like
Lukoskin developed by gov-
ernment’s premier research
agency Defence Research
Development Organisation
(DRDO).

Consider this. Till now,
more than one lakh patients
suffering from the skin condi-
tion, also known as leucoder-
ma, have been treated with
Lukoskin with  an average suc-
cess rate of 70 per cent, said Dr
Nitika Kohli from AIMIL
Healthcare which is manufac-
turing and marketing the drug.

An ayurveda expert herself,
Dr Kohli said, that after DRDO
transferred the technology, clin-
ical trials were conducted on
the patients and then in 2011 it
was launched in the market. “In
these ten years, over one lakh
patients have been treated with
the drug. We found a 70 percent
success rate,” she said.

An estimated four to five
per cent of the Indian popula-
tion suffers from leucoderma.

The condition is characterized
by patches of the skin losing
their pigment. The condition is
noticeable in people with dark
skin. 

For better success rate and
with an aim to reach out to
more patients, the AIMIL is in
the process of launching the
advanced version of the drug.
DRDO is already working  in
this direction.

Dr Kohli was speaking at a
conference “Clinical manage-
ment of tough skin diseases”
held online to mark the ten
years of launch of Lukoskin as
well as of AIMIL Healthcare.
Representatives and doctors
from various medical streams
including allopathy  who  had
participated in the programmes

also highlighted the role of
herbs in general and Lukoskin
in particular in the treatment of
leucoderma. 

The ointment has seven
herbal ingredients having prop-
erties such as anti-blister, anti-
irritation, anti-septic, wound
healing properties, while the
oral formulation is designed to
improve the auto 
immune system and supple-
ment copper which checks the
emergence of new spots, shared
Dr Kohli.

Infact, in India, vitiligo has
social stigma attached to it, as
people confuse it with leprosy.
However, experts made it clear
that Vitiligo or leucoderma is
neither contagious nor life-
threatening.

Others who spoke on the
occasion included reputed
ayurveda experts such as Dr
Surendra Chaudhary, Dr
Bhagwan Sahay and Dr
Prabhakar Rao among others
who were of the opinion that
dermatologists should identify
this condition carefully, espe-
cially humanistic factors in
social life, and perform indi-
vidualized “non-drug” treat-
ment.

In fact, Dr Hemant Pande,
senior scientist from DRDO’s
Pithoragarh lab Defence
Institute of Bio-energy Research
(DIBER)who last year won
prestigious ‘Science Award’ on
National Technology Day for
developing the herbal drug had
said that though remedies of
vitiligo viz., allopathic, surgical
and adjunctive were available,
none of them were very effec-
tive or without side effects. 

“Moreover, these are either
costly or single molecule based,
with very low level of efficacy
and develop side-effects like
blister, edema, irritation in the
skin with the result most of the
patients discontinue the treat-
ment,” Pandey, a recipient of
several prestigious awards for
his contribution in herbal med-
icine field had said.
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Congress on Friday wished
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi on his 71st birthday but
said the country is paying the
price for his “failures” on sev-
eral fronts and so the day is
being observed as “unemploy-
ment day”, “anti-farmer day”
and “high prices day”.

The party reminded that
birthdays of former prime min-
isters are celebrated as different
days, with Jawaharlal Nehru’s
birthday as “Children’s Day”,
Indira Gandhi’s as “National
Integration Day”, Rajiv
Gandhi’s as “Sadbhavna Diwas”
and Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s as
“Good Governance Day” but
Modi’s birthday is being
observed as “unemployment
day”.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi extended his wishes to
the prime minister on Twitter.
“Happy Birthday, Modi ji,” said
Rahul.For the Indian Youth
Congress and the NSUI, it was
“national unemployment day”. 

Congress spokesperson
Supriya Shrinate said she prays
that God gives the prime min-
ister the wisdom to realise
what he has led the country to. 

“It is the prime minister’s
birthday and from this plat-
form, we wish him a happy
birthday. We pray for his well
being, but we do believe that
this day is being celebrated in
many parts of the country as
unemployment day, anti-
farmer day, high prices day,
crippled economy day, as win-
ning over your crony capitalists
friends day, as ED, IT, CBI raid
day, and the corona misman-
agement day,” Shrinate said at
AICC Press conference.
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As part of its latest sero-sur-
vey conducted in the coun-

try’s commercial capital since
the outbreak of the Covid-19 in
March-April last year, the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) said on
Friday that Covid-19 anti-bod-
ies were found in a sizeable
90.26 per cent of Mumbaikars
who were either fully or partially
vaccinated

In the fifth sero-surveillance
study conducted by the BMC
between August 12 and
September 9, 2021, antibodies
were found  among the  79.86
per cent of unvaccinated citi-
zens, while the prevalence of
antibodies in people from slum
as well as non-slum areas much
higher compared to previous
sero-surveys.

Disclosing the findings of
the fifth sero survey, Mumbai
Municipal Commissioner I S
Chahal said here on Friday:
“Even if antibodies are found,
Mumbaikars will have to take
precautions like use of masks,
hand Hygiene and safe dis-
tancing norms”.

The BMC released the fifth
sero- surveillance findings on a
day when Mumbai recorded
387 infections and three deaths.
As many as 434 Covid-19
patients were discharged from
various hospitals after full recov-
ery, the BMC pegged the total
“active cases” in the metropolis
at 4,658.     

While the BMC had earli-
er conducted three Sero sur-
veillance Studies for Covid-19
for all people, while it carried
out one Sero-surveillance study
only for Paediatric population

previously. Anticipating the
possible third wave of Covid-19,
the fifth sero surveillance was
conducted by the state public
health department and
LTMMC & GH, Sion Hospital
with the support from A.T.E.
Chandra Foundation and IDFC
Institute.

The results of the previous
three Sero-surveys conducted
by M.C.G.M concluded that the
recent trends in Sero-positivity
corresponded with the Covid-
19 cases in the second wave. The
fifth Sero-survey could be
instrumental in identifying
trends of probable upcoming
third wave and exposure of the
population to the virus.

The study was cross-sec-
tional in nature and included
participants above 18 years of

age, from all 24 wards of the city
of Greater Mumbai. In all, 8,674
were samples were collected
and tested. Anti-SARS-CoV2 lg
G antibodies was detected using
an ELISA based assay.

Study participants were
selected by systematic random
sampling and those visiting
Municipal Dispensaries and
General Practitioners' Clinics in
slum and non-slum areas
respectively.  The participants
were recruited with informed
consent. Data collection was
done by the means of a mobile
software application.

According to the fifth serro-
sero survey, overall Sero-preva-
lence in the city of Greater
Mumbai was 86.64 period,
while the study estimated
around 87.02 per cent prevalenc

in slums, while 86.22  per cent
prevalence in non-slums in the
24 wards.

The sero-prevalence among
males is 85.07%,  sero-preva-
lence among females is 88.29
per cent which is higher as com-
pared to males. Almost 65 per
cent of those who participated
in the study had received Covid-
19 vaccines and 35 per cent did
not receive any vaccine.

“Sero-prevalence amongst
partially and fully vaccinated
participants is 90.26 per cent.
Sero-prevalence amongst those
who have not taken Covid-
19vaccine is 79.86 per cent,”
Chahal said.

Of total samples, 20% were
health care workers. Sero-preva-
lence in health care workers is
87.14%.  The age-wise sero-
prevalence varies from 80 per
cent to 91 per cent among the

study subjects.
“Overall sero-prevalence in

slum and non-slum areas in the
city of Greater Mumbai is much
higher as compared to the last
sero-survey. There is no statis-
tically significant difference in
sero-prevalence of Mumbai City
and Suburbs. In this survey,
sero-prevalence in slum popu-
lation is 87.02 per cent, while in
non-slum population it is 86.22
per cent which is a meagre dif-
ference,” Chahal said.

There is marginal difference
in the gender-wise sero-preva-
lence with females showing
88.29% sero-prevalence as com-
pared to males i.e., 85.07 per
cent sero-prevalence was sig-
nificantly higher in study sub-
jects who received either first or
both doses of Covid-19 vaccine
as compared to their unvacci-
nated counterparts.
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Cessy Xavier, the glamorous lady who
made hundreds of head turn in the dis-

trict court premises of Alappuzha where she
practiced claiming that she was a qualified
lawyer, was asked by a single judge Bench of
Kerala High Court to surrender before the
authorities for interrogation. Judge V Shircy
on Friday dismissed the anticipatory bail peti-
tion moved on behalf of Xavier who had no
legal qualifications to practice as an advocate.

The controversial woman had been
practicing in courts in Alappuzha for two
years without any degree in law. She even
managed to get elected as an office bearer of
the district bar council using her friend’s cre-
dentials.

The prosecution had opposed Xavier’s
bail plea on the ground that some of the
offences alleged against her were non bail-
able and she should be subjected to custodial
interrogation to know she managed to get
enrolled as an advocate using fake credentials.

The prosecution along with the bar
council told the Court that it was imperative
to ensure that such fake activities are not
repeated in future.
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KOCHI: The efforts of Save
Lakshadweep Forum, an all-party
initiative launched by the residents
of the Union Territory to stop the
anti-people policies pursued by the
Administrator of Lakshadweep
Praful Patel came to a naught on
Friday as the Kerala High Court
nixed the last of the Public Interest
Litigation (PIL) filed by the forum
challenging various reforms
launched by the administration.

A Division Bench consisting of
Chief Justice S Manikumar and
Judge Shaji P Chaly on Friday dis-
missed the PIL petition filed by a
Lakshadweep based lawyer chal-
lenging the Administration’s deci-
sion to shut down the dairy farms
in the islands and to remove meat
from the menu of the daily noon-
meal served in the schools in
Lakshadweep Islands.The judges
said that they concurred with the
argument by the standing counsel
of Lakshadweep Islands that the
court should not interfere in poli-
cy decisions taken by the admin-
istration.

The decision to shut down the
dairy farms in the islands was
because of the more than Re one
crore loss incurred by the admin-
istration every year in its efforts to

maintain the same. The adminis-
tration also told the Court that the
move to take meat off from the
mid-day meal served in school was
to ensure that the nutritional value
stipulated in the rules. The court
also agreed with the contention that
any menu that met the nutrition-
al value could be served by the gov-
ernment.

Interestingly, the Kerala High
Court in June 2021 had stayed the
operations of these decisions and
had sought explanation from the
administration. The islands wit-
nessed massive protests and
demonstrations demanding that
Patel be called back from
Lakshadweep.  The Save
Lakshadweep Forum leaders had
said that thousands of BJP work-
ers in the archipelago had quit the
party to join secular parties against
the move by the administration to
saffronize the islands.

The SLF had contended that
the decision of the administration
to change the mid-day meals menu
and shut down dairy farms in the
islands infringed upon the ethnic
culture, heritage, food habits and
rights of the residents under
Articles 19 and 300A of the
Constitution of India. PNS

CHENNAI: When R N Ravi, the Central
Government’s interlocutor to Nagaland
will be sworn in as the Governor of Tamil
Nadu on Saturday morning, it would be
celebration time for T P Senkumar, former
chief of Kerala Police.

Senkumar, a 1983 batch officer of the
Indian Police Service, was appointed to the
Kerala cadre, his joy knew no bound as he
was thrilled at the prospect of training and
working under Ravi, an iconic figure
among IPS officers in Kerala. “I had great
dreams of getting trained under Ravi who
was a hero among the people of the State
as well as the police officials. But the senior
official in charge of taking decision on such
things had other ideas and I lost the race,”
Senkumar wrote in his autobiography “My
Police Life”. 

Senkumar told The Pioneer that Ravi
left Kerala for central deputation within a
few years. “Though he returned to the State
after five years, he was again called back
to the Centre and he was given very sen-
sitive and significant assignments. I met
him many times on an officer-to-officer
basis and he was very cordial with me,” said
Senkumar who superannuated in 2017.
Like his idol Ravi, Senkumar too had
excelled in the field of Intelligence and is
known as one of the best intelligence chiefs
the State had seen.   

The new Governor of Tamil Nadu
would have many former Intelligence
experts for company in Chennai city itself.
M K Narayanan, former National Security
Advisor who was also a former Governor
of West Bengal, ESL Narasimhan, former
chief of the Intelligence Bureau and
Governor of Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana, K V S Gopalakrishnan, former
special director, IB are some of the lead-
ing lights of the intelligence community
based in Chennai with whom Governor
Ravi would be interacting regularly.
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Terming it to be historic,
Manipur Chief Minister N

Biren Singh took to Twitter say-
ing, “What a great start to the
day for Manipur! I’m really
happy to share that 2 (two)
products of Manipur viz Hathei
Chilly & Tamenglong orange
have been granted GI 
Tag. 

This is a historic mile-
stone in the history of Manipur
which will increase 
the income of the farmers
immensely.” The GI status is an
indication that identifies goods
as produced from a particular
area which has special quality
attributable to its geographical
origin.

Tamenglong orange is
known to be the species of the
mandarin group, which is a
unique fruit crop found only in

Tamenglong district that con-
tributes over 50 per cent of the
state’s annual production. It is
famous especially for its well-
blended sweetness and tart
taste.

Manipur Organic Mission
Agency (MOMA) applied for
GI tags for Tamenglong orange
and Sirarakhong Hathei chilli
in 2019.  In Manipur’s Ukhrul,
Hathei chilli is considered to be
God’s gift and the pride of the
region.

Hathei chilli flourishes only
in the hills of Mahadev sur-
rounding the remote Tangkhul
Naga inhabited Sirarakhong
village in the Ukhrul district.
Manipur has been promoting
these two produce by cele-
brating the Orange Festival
every December and
Sirarakhong Hathei festival
every August for over a decade
now.
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In yet another targeted attack
a Jammu & Kashmir police

personnel was shot dead by
'unidentified' terrorists near
Wanpoh in South Kashmir
district of Kulgam late Friday
evening.

The police cop,identified as
Bantooji Sharma, was deployed
with the Railway Police. Soon
after hitting him from a close
range the terrorists 
fled the area leaving behind
police personnel in a pool of
blood.

According to local police,
a critically injured policeman
was rushed to the GMC,
Anantnag where doctors

declared him dead.
The entire area was cor-

doned off by the security per-
sonnel to track down the foot-
prints of the terrorists behind
the attack. 

Searches were conducted
in the nearby areas and special
nakas were set up to regulate
the movement of vehicles.

A young Sub Inspector on
probation AA Meer was earli-
er shot dead from a close range
in Khanyar area of Srinagar on
September 12.

Several politicians includ-
ing former Chief Minister
Omar Abdullah, Peoples
Conference Chairman Sajad
Lone condemned the attack
and offered their condolences
to the bereaved family.

New Delhi: Congress president
Sonia Gandhi on Friday con-
stituted the party’s screening
committee for the upcoming
high-stakes Assembly elections
in Uttar Pradesh next year.

Senior party leader and a
former Union Minister Jitendra
Singh has been named as the
chairman of the committee,
while Rajya Sabha MP
Deepender Singh Hooda and
Maharashtra MLA Varsha
Gaikwad have been chosen as
its members.

Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, state
unit president Ajay Kumar
Lallu and legislature party
leader in state Aradna Misra
have been appointed as ex-offi-
cio members of the screening
committee. The ex-officio
members also comprise all
AICC secretaries for Uttar

Pradesh.
The committee will be

responsible for shortlisting can-
didates for the elections. The
Congress is eyeing to make a
comeback in Uttar Pradesh
after over three decades and is
gearing up to contest the next
year’s election without forming
any alliance.

In the 2017 polls, the
Congress secured only seven of
the 403 Assembly seats having
joined hands with the
Samajwadi Party (SP).

Last week, the Congress
had invited applications from
prospective candidates and
days later, the party’s Uttar
Pradesh unit asked those seek-
ing tickets for next year’s elec-
tion to deposit �11,000 with
their applications.

“All applicants should sub-
mit their applications with the

authorised persons at the dis-
trict/state level along with a
‘sahyog rashi (contribution
amount)’ of �11,000 by
September 25, 2021,” an order
issued by UP Congress chief
Ajay Singh Lallu said. 

The party said this step was
taken to keep away candidates
who were not serious about the
election. 

The party has also started
the second phase of its training
programme, titled ‘Prashikshan
Se Parakram Mahaabhiyan’, to
train party workers. Abouy
100 camps will be organised to
make 30,000 workers battle-
ready ahead of the crucial elec-
tion. The programme will con-
tinue till the end of September.

During the first phase of
the campaign, continuing for
11 days, the party trained
25,000 of its workers. PNS
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After taking stock of the prevailing
security situation along the

International Border across Jammu
frontier the newly-appointed
Director-General of Border Security
Force, Pankaj Kumar Singh Friday
winded up his maiden visit of Jammu
frontier. During his stay, DG BSF
toured the Ramgarh sector of Samba
and RS Pura & Arnia Sectors of
Jammu frontier.

Inspector General of BSF, Jammu
Frontier NS Jamwal along with other
senior officers visited several border
posts where they briefed him on the
spot.

According to the Public Relations
Officer of BSF Jammu frontier, "DG
BSF reviewed the overall deploy-
ment of BSF and also the domination
plan with the senior  officers of the
Jammu frontier on ground 
zero"

DG BSF also visited the critical
areas of Aik Nallah, Phalku Nallah and
other areas of R S Pura and Arnia
Border area and held discussions

with sector/unit commanders on the
ground and reviewed the security sit-
uation.

During his stay, DG BSF also
interacted with jawans through sainik
sammelan and was full of praise for

BSF Jawans for their dedication
towards safeguarding the frontiers of
the Nation. 

DG BSF was  impressed with the
commitment of the border guards
despite facing tough conditions.
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The Centre on Friday launched a skill development
programme with a special focus on jobs that are rel-

evant to the Railways. Railway Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw launched the Rail Kaushal Vikas Yojana, a pro-
gramme under the aegis of Pradhan Mantri Kaushal
Vikas Yojana (PMKVY), aims to train 50,000 candidates
over the next three years.

"The aim of this initiative is to impart training skills
to the youth in various trades to bring qualitative
improvement,” Vaishnaw said.

“Initially, the training will be provided to 1,000 can-
didates. The training will be provided in four trades
namely Electrician, Welder, Machinist and Fitter and will
comprise of initial basic training of 100 hours. Training
programmes in other trades will be added by zonal rail-
ways and Production units based on regional demands
and needs assessment,” a Railway Ministry statement said.
“Training shall be provided free of cost and participants
will be selected from applications received online, fol-
lowing a transparent mechanism on the basis of marks
in matriculation. Candidates who are 10th passed and
between 18-35 years shall be eligible to apply. Participants
in the scheme shall however have no claim to seek
employment in Railways on the basis of this training,”
the statement added.

Vaishaw also stressed that training in remote areas
will be conducted under this programme.

The programme curriculum has been developed by
Banaras Diesel Locomotive Works which will also stan-
dardize assessments and maintain centralized database
of participants. The scheme will be launched for 1000
participants initially and will be over and above the train-
ing provided to apprentices under the Apprentice Act
1961. “Trainees shall be required to undergo a stan-
dardized assessment and will be awarded certificate in
the allotted trade by the National Rail & Transportation
Institute, upon conclusion of their programme. They will
also be provided Toolkits relevant to their trade which
would help these trainees utilize their learnings and
enhance their capacity for self-employment as well as
employability in various industries,” a rail Ministry state-
ment added.

New Delhi: Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) on Friday launched a
unique Scheme called SPIN (Strengthening
the Potential of India) and set up a pottery
cluster under SFURTI Scheme in Varanasi to
empower over 1100 people of the marginal-
ized potters’ community on the occasion of
71th birth anniversary of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. On this occasion, 780 elec-
tric potter wheels were sanctioned to the par-
ticipants of SPIN Scheme. Further, in Gujarat,
KVIC distributed 50 charkha to women arti-
sans at Kevadia to engage them with self-
employment and sustainable livelihood.
Chairman KVIC Vinai Kumar Saxena was
present on the occasion. PM Modi's birth
anniversary is being celebrated as "Sewa
Diwas".

Union Minister of State for MSME,
Bhanu Pratap Singh Verma launched the
SPIN Scheme in which 780 potters from Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and Jharkhand have
registered for financial assistance from the
bank to begin their own business. Out of
these, 110 artisans are from Varanasi.   Unlike
Kumhar Sashaktikaran Yojana, which is a
subsidy-based program, SPIN Scheme
enables the registered potters to get a direct
loan from the banks under Pradhan Mantri
Shishu Mudra Yojana. Under the SPIN
Scheme, KVIC is acting as a facilitator for
financial aid to potters through RBL bank and
also providing training to the artisans, opt-
ing for this scheme.

Under this scheme, there will be no finan-
cial burden on the exchequer and the loan

will be repaid by the potter in easy instal-
ments. The SPIN scheme, thus, aims at infus-
ing self-sustainability in the Indian pottery
sector.

Verma also inaugurated “Kashi Pottery
Cluster” at Village Bhatti in Varanasi. This is
the first pottery cluster in Varanasi district
set up by KVIC under the SFURTI Scheme.
The cluster, set up over an area of 7100 square
feet at the cost of Rs 2.50 crore, has provid-
ed direct employment to 340 pottery artisans
who have been trained by KVIC. The clus-
ter is equipped with modern equipment like
furnaces, electric potter wheels, blunger
machines, pug mills and other modern
equipment for higher production of clay pot-
tery.

“SPIN is a specially designed program
to make potters self-sustainable. Under the
scheme, KVIC will facilitate potters to get easy
loans from banks that will help the potters
to diversify their activities and enhance their
income. This will reduce their dependence
on government subsidy and thus make our
potters self-reliant,”  Verma said. He further
said that the new Kashi pottery cluster will
help traditional potters in increasing their
skills with the help of modern equipment
which will eventually help them occupy a big-
ger market space and get a better income.

Chairman KVIC, Saxena said sustainable
development by creating local self-employ-
ment is the key objective of KVIC which is
aligned with the Prime Minister’s commit-
ment of “Job to Every Hand” (Har Hath Me
Kaam).  PNS
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hard to estimate the degree of
excellence between Root and
Bumrah.

Anderson won his per-
sonal battles with Kohli but
the latter came out tops as he
marshalled India to win two
Tests in a remarkable show of
temperament. Nothing was
beyond India as the team
once again established itself as
an enviable combination. For
India, the takeaways were
rich.

There was much to cele-
brate in the rise of KL Rahul
as an opener, who promises to
make huge strides and the
return to form of Rohit
Sharma. The two hit a centu-
ry each and importantly
assured the selectors of their
investment. With Cheteshwar
Pujara coming to grips with
his capabilities, India benefit-
ed at the opportune time to
enjoy more dominating ses-
sions than the home team.

True, England swept India
off their feet at Headingley in
an embarrassing innings
defeat for the touring team but
the match that stood out saw
India win a regal contest at
The Lord’s. The home of
cricket saw Rahul crack a
majestic century and
Mohammed Siraj produce

unforgettable spells of four
wickets each in the two
innings. India made a remark-
able fightback through a last-
wicket stand of 89 runs
between Mohammed Shami
and Bumrah. This pair high-
lighted the tenacity of the
team on the final day of the
match as England succumbed
after having begun the day in
a commanding position.

Two half centuries by
Shardul Thakur at critical
stages of the fourth Test at The
Oval propelled the team into
a position of strength to call
the shots, courtesy the fast
bowlers. Criticised for not
playing off-spinner
Ravinchandran Ashwin even
once in a Test against England,
Kohli stood tall for his deci-
sion to play four fast bowlers.
They did not let him down
and it was down to the final
Test. Sadly, the circumstances
played havoc and the match
had to be called off.

It was an unprecedented
development and reports
emerged of the two Boards
drifting away from their
acclaimed healthy association
to honour each other’s com-
mitments. A reminder from
Sunil Gavaskar rekindled
memories of the cricket fans

of the gesture by England
when they returned to com-
plete the tour halted by the
Mumbai terrorist attack in
2008. The former India cap-
tain wants India to return the
favour by travelling to
England next year to play the
cancelled Test.

In these difficult times, it
is important to spare a
thought for players’ mental
health, who were driven to
take the decision of “refusing”
to play the final Test. Their
fears of getting infected were
genuine and the Indians were
not the only one to be com-
pelled into taking such a
stand. Australia postponing
their tour to South Africa
was among the prominent
fixtures that failed to take off.

Spending long periods in
quarantine has taken its toll on
all sportspersons. The Indian
Premier League 2021 has seen
quite a few players withdraw-
ing from the competition in
Dubai. And Kohli deciding to
quit T20 captaincy after the
World Cup this year sums up
the cricket in the pandemic —
it is too exacting.

(The writer has been a
sports journalist for 35 years with
The Hindu and Sportstar. He has
authored five books on cricket.)
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Sir — A bird sitting on a tree is never afraid
of the branch breaking because her trust
is not on the branch but on its wings.
Likewise, every business today is at the
mercy of its IT infrastructure. A rigid
infrastructure can render some organisa-
tions incapable of tapping into new
opportunities. Server Message Blocks
(SMBs) today are challenged by the
increasingly complex and demanding
modern requirements put on their IT
infrastructure. To overcome these hurdles,
SMBs are implementing next-generation
Hyper Converged Infrastructure (HCI)
solutions that bring increased agility,
flexibility and growth to meet demands
such as sustainable IT costs, better appli-
cation performance and better data stor-
age scalability and efficiency. 

This enables SMEs to combine agili-
ty and flexibility with the control, visibil-
ity, and performance of an agile environ-
ment. Thus, you can streamline IT oper-
ations with fast, efficient, resilient and
intelligent hyper-converged platforms
when you choose consistency and sim-
plicity. Having faced lockdown and other
hurdles, it is time to look for a win-win
situation. We should be able to win over
a tight situation .

MR Jayanthy | Coimbatore
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Sir — It is no doubt that Virat Kohli is
India’s most celebrated player in cricket.
He, as a Captain, performs best in every
format of the game, whether it be World
Cup, ODI or T-20 series. But it is appre-
ciative that he himself came forward to
name Rohit Sharma, and decided to quit
T-20 captaincy for the best of the team.
Kohli made a good decision for the team
by himself creating space for his comrade
Rohit, who is also exceptionally success-
ful in the T-20 format. 

The trend of change in captaincy is the
ultimate law of change. What earlier MS
Dhoni and other captains did, needs to
be done by Virat also. As a player, it is
more important to ensure the victory of
the team rather than personal records.

After all, a player cannot place himself
superior to his team. Placing Rohit
Sharma as captain is a good decision.
Rohit and Virat are almost equivalent in
terms of talent and quality. Rohit Sharma
is a calm and talent loaded player, no
doubt that he will definitely lead the men
in blue in a prominent way.

Kirti Wadhawan | Kanpur
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Sir — Since time, immemorial man and
environment are intrinsically linked
as.the progress and development of the
former hinges on the latter. However,
human activities over the last few decades
like rapid urbanisation, excessive mining,
vehicular pollution, indiscriminate cutting
of forests etc have altered the balance
beyond recognition. In recent years, the
increasing trend of forest fires engulfing
many parts of the world, floods, droughts
and frequency of cyclones becoming a
routine affair can be attributed to climate
change. This has a tendency to alter our

biodiversity, which is an alarming signal.
Climate change is a universal phe-

nomenon which can be gauged from the
recent report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
According to the report, global temper-
atures might rise by 1.5 per cent by 2030
due to excessive harnessing of nature. The
global climate architecture is now gov-
erned by the Paris Agreement of 2015.
The World Ozone Day is celebrated on
September 16 every year to commemo-
rate The Montreal Protocol signed in 1987
to limit and phase out man-made ozone-
depleting chemicals like CFCs in a time-
bound manner. The ozone layer lies in the
stratosphere which prevents harmful
ultraviolet rays from entering the earth’s
surface. The climate crisis can only be
overcome by global cooperation and
shifting to green and low carbon energy. 

Vijay Adhikari | Nainital
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Cricket is a wonderful,
Indian game and the
point was driven home
well by Virat Kohli and

his ambitious team in an excit-
ing summer season. The English
came to admire the stuff that
India produced during a phase
that began with the World Test
Championship in June and cul-
minated at Old Trafford with the
fifth and final Test being can-
celled on account of COVID
fears. India led the series 2-1.

When the Board of Control
for Cricket in India (BCCI) pres-
ident Sourav Ganguly revealed
that the Indian team was reluc-
tant to play, he was only confirm-
ing the backing the players had.
Health and safety of the players
is paramount but the decision
did not go down with the
England and Wales Cricket
Board (ECB) which insisted that
the match be treated as forfeited
by India and the result should go
in their favour to tie the series.
It hangs in balance as the matter
rests with the International
Cricket Council (ICC) following
a claim by the ECB to grant them
the match.

Overflowing audiences at
the venues marked the fare. Test
cricket was at its glorious best
and it was just the advertisement
to keep the administrators and
the broadcasters happy. Cricket
was entertaining. The royal bat-
tle between England’s legendary
James Anderson and the cream
of Indian batting should rank as
classic in the folklore of the
game. It was breathtaking and
evoked memories of some fasci-
nating contests that India and
England have been locked in,
notably the 1971 thriller at The
Oval in 1971 when India won on
the strength of leg-spinner BS
Chandrasekhar’s striking blows
to register their first ever win on
English soil.

The 2021 series was project-
ed as the most-awaited in a long
time since it featured some of the
modern greats of the game
—Anderson and Virat Kohli —
with charmers like Joe Root and
Jasprit Bumrah bringing a touch
of exciting personal rivalry. Root
was exemplary and Bumrah
unplayable at times, setting
benchmarks to last ages. It was
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The clarion call for Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan (self-
reliant India campaign) by
Prime MinisterNarendra Modi

has brought about a tremendous trans-
formation in the nation's scientific land-
scape. The scientists from our public sec-
tor research institutions took up the call
and initiated many projects in mission
mode to nurture an ecosystem that pro-
motes research and innovation. 

From agriculture to artificial intelli-
gence, Indian science has seen a resur-
gence during the past on year.The sci-
entists have come out with great inno-
vations that can compete with any in the
western world. The quantum of research
output produced during the Covid-19
pandemic is commendable. India
became the first country to come out
with a DNA-based coronavirus vaccine.

Science will gather acceptance only
if it reaches the masses.In order to dis-
seminate these research outputs to pub-
lic, the India Science Channel, the
national Science channel of our country,
is producing a series of short movies
under the category 'Science for a Self-
Reliant India' since January 2021,
through OTT platform. 

The programmes are telecast both in
Hindi and English so that they reach the
maximum viewers. During the pandem-
ic, the channel has produced several pro-
grammes to disseminate information
regarding the covid research coming out
from our research laboratories.
Programmes like Tackling Covid-19:
Masks, Diagnostic kits, Ventilator,
Anindigenous Covid-19 vaccine, India's
Battle for Oxygen Supply, Vaccine: India
Fights Back, The Mystery of SARS-CoV-
2 Mutations, Battling Covid-19:
Dynamic Interventions, Covid-19
Vaccines and Road Ahead, highlighted
the our efforts in tackling the deadly dis-
ease.

India has also developed an impres-
sive track record in genomic research and
biotechnology. The Department of Bio-
Technology has been working on mission
mode to provide a roadmap and an added
impetus towards the growing field of
genomics research in areas like cancer,
hereditary diseases like diabetes to the
sequencing of viruses like Covid-19.

The episode "India's Genomics
Mission' highlights the contributions of
National Centre for Microbial Resource
(NCMR), which is a part of the National
Centre for Cell Science, Pune, Centre for
Brain Research at the Indian Institute of
Science and Centre for DNA
Fingerprinting and Diagnostics,
Hyderabad.

The episode highlights some of the
flagship programmes towards making
India a leader in genomic research pro-
grammes like the Genome India Project,
the Human Microbiome Initiative and the
National Genomic Core.

Tremendous developments have
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The inaugural Australia
India 2+2 Ministerial
Dialogue between the

Australian Defence Minister
Peter Dutton, Foreign
Minister Marise Payne and
their Indian counterparts
Rajnath Singh and S
Jaishankar was held when
the constellation of bilateral
and strategic determinants
could not have been more
favourably placed. Bilateral
ties, elevated to
Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership in June 2020,
have reached a historical
high, emerged as an impor-
tant cog in the rapidly evolv-
ing world hierarchy, as
Jaishankar once argued. 

New Delhi and Canberra
have hitched on to the tide that
propels bilateral, trilateral and
quadrilateral engagements.

The Australian
Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) has
initiated a timely and well-
advised review of the Peter
Varghese's report, 2018, An
India Economic Strategy to
2035, in the context of altered
international diplomatic and
economic settings. There was
a need to recalibrate bilater-
al trade strategies and diplo-
matic engagements. On the
other hand, India's Australia
Economic Strategy authored
by Anil Wadhwa has been
launched at the right time.

The two reports together
are critical for realigning
business and trade strategies
amid rising bilateral tensions
with China and in sync with
Australian Senator Simon
Birmingham who said,
"Australia must look into

alternative markets in the
European Union and India".

There is no denying that
bilateral bonhomie has been
driven by COVID-19's
impact and Australia's grow-
ing tensions with China over
the treatment of Uighur
Muslims in Xinjiang, Hong
Kong crackdown, alleged for-
eign interference in
Australia's internal political
functioning, tariff wars and
impact of the pandemic on
the one hand, and India's

troubled ties with China,
especially military conflict
in Doklam and Ladakh, on
the other. Senator Marise
Payne has been a vociferous
critic of China, and Member
of Parliament Peter Dutton
unsparing in accusing China
for cyber-attacks on Australia.
Jaishankar has reiterated that
ties are independent of their
respective relationships with
China, and both sides have
dismissed Quad as a future
"Asian NATO".

Both the US-India and
India-Australia ties are seen
as "natural" partnerships, for
upholding democracy,respect
for territorial sovereignty and
unrestrained access to glob-
al common goods. 

Quad's evolution as a ris-
ing ''concert of democracies",
which Australia has described

as an "anchor of peace and
stability in the region" has
bolstered bilateral under-
standing. The 2+2 joint press
statement reaffirms this real-
ization, while anchoring the
defence ties on three Cs -
comfort (of the bilateral rela-
tionship in strategic and secu-
rity spheres), convergence
(over security matters) and
commitment (to free, open
and rules-based Indo-
Pacific).The re-entry of
Australia in the Malabar exer-
cise and the Mutual Logistical
Support Agreement are two
key developments denoting
fresh thinking in not only
New Delhi and Canberra,
but also in Washington and
Tokyo on the Indo-Pacific.

At a trilateral front,
India's 'Act East' policy,
Australia's 'Pacific Step-up'

and Indonesia's 'Global
Maritime Fulcrum' (GMF)
complement one another.
India employs to elevate its
Act East policybased on com-
merce, culture and connectiv-
ity, in sync with the seven-
point Indo-Pacific Vision that
PM Modi articulated at the
Shangri-La Dialogue in 2018,
and vision SAGAR (Security
and Growth for all in the
Region). Act East policy com-
plements Australia's 2018
Pacific-Step Up too in
addressing challenges related
to states' sovereignty and
regional stability, security and
prosperity. Similarly,
Indonesia's 2014 GMF
affirms Indonesia's vital inter-
ests as an archipelagic state at
the crossroads of contending
major power interests. The
GMF prioritized the strength-

ening of the regional architec-
ture to prevent the hegemo-
ny of major powers and pro-
mote comprehensive mar-
itime cooperation in the
Indian Ocean, including the
Indian Ocean Rim
Association. Similarly, the
Australia-Japan-India and the
India-France-Australia trilat-
eralsalso adhere to the Quad-
based commitments. 

In sum, while Australia
and India ties turned a new
leaf in the early 2000s, what
has changed in 20 years is a
growing convergence of bilat-
eral and strategic interests and
a realisation that in the evolv-
ing post-Covid-19 order,the
US alone may not be able to
guarantee international peace
and security, for which they
will have to step-up their
desired roles. 
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made in the field of alternative
energy sources like Solar Energy. 

The episode on "Solar Energy'
tracks the science that propelled
the indigenous photovoltaic cell
and solar panel. In order to reduce
our dependence on fossil fuels
government has initiated e-mobil-
ity project. The 'Going Electric'
focus on the movement to tran-
sition to electric vehicles in India,
a critical move that will help
both the environment and the
economy.

The Government of India has
a multipronged strategy to reduce
imports by increasing indigenous
production of biofuels in the
Indian energy basket-like blend-
ing ethanol to petroleum by 20
per cent and biodiesel to diesel by
five per cent. Multiple initiatives
to increase indigenous production
of biofuels have been taken up.
The movie 'India's Push for
Greener and Cleaner Fuel' high-
lights the contributions made by
CSIR-Indian Institute of
Petroleum in the field of biodiesel
production.

Agriculture,including the ani-
mal husbandry sector, which is
the back bone of our rural econ-
omy, also made tremendous
developments to improve produc-
tivity. The programmes likes
'Improving oilseed production',
'Transforming Lives Through
Temperate Horticulture', 'The
Fragrance Economy' ,' The Cattle
factor', High Altitude Animal
Husbandry','Cold Water Fishery
in Kashmir', '  India's Milk
Story',etc., telecast on the channel
highlighted how science is trans-
forming rural economy.

The country has been at the
fore front of developing assistive

devices for the disabled. The
episode 'Assistive Devices for the
Disabled' explores how technolo-
gy can power assistive devices that
help people with disability over-
come some of the barriers they
face in life. 

As India's urban population
rapidly grows - the country faces
major environmental challenges
associated with the quantum and
kind of waste generated each day.
The waste not only has a direct
impact on our health and the
country's economy, but on the
entire ecosystem. The
movie, 'India's Solid Waste
Management Strategy', showcas-
es few innovative techniques and
technologies for Solid Waste
Management (SWM) implement-
ed by various municipal corpora-
tions as part of Swachh Bharat
Mission.

Mobile usage in India is on the
rise. By 2023, over 55 per cent of
our population will be using not
just any phone, but a smart-
phone. 

The problem is that people are
buying imported phones and
accessories, not Indian ones, to
meet our smartphone needs. The
episode 'The Indian Mobile Phone
Sector' track how India is upping
her manufacturing capacity in the
mobile phone sector.

Indian has made notable con-
tributions in infrastructure devel-
opments especially in high alti-
tude Roads, bridges and tunnels.
They are of vital importance for
a nation to grow, develop, protect
and indeed become Atmanirbhar.
The episode 'Sela Tunnel Project
— Making the Impossible
Possible' takes viewers to the
Balipara-ChardwarTawang Road

or BCT, which connects the hin-
terland to the border areas of
Tibet and China. The episode also
covers the Sela Tunnel Project
being excavated and built at over
13,000 feet and highlights the con-
tributions of Border Road
Organization in nation building.

Science should be propagated
among the children if we need to
develop scientific temper in our
society.Toys can be used as a per-
fect teaching model to promote
science education among chil-
dren, unfortunately most of sci-
entific toys are imported.In the
episode 'Science Through Play',
the indigenous toy-making indus-
tries like Stemrobo and Smartivity
are highlighted. 

The future of science belongs
to AI technology as it is going to
transform our society. The
episode 'Robotics in India' high-
lights the advancements made by
India in this sector. The contribu-
tions of start-up companies like
Gridbots from Ahmedabad,
Asimov Tech from Kerala, are
showcased in this episode.

The country has indeed made
commendable achievements in
every field of science and technol-
ogy. 

The India Science channel
has been at the forefront in dis-
sipating the scientific information
and acts as a bridge between sci-
entists and society. The channel
within a short span of time has
emerged as the most wanted
source of reliable scientific con-
tent for the academic communi-
ty as well as the common man.
The channel also uses social
media platforms effectively in its
effort to make science more pop-
ular.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
on Friday said that the

SCO countries should step-up
coordination and encourage
Afghanistan to put in place an
inclusive political framework
wedded to moderate policies
and resolutely fight all forms of
terrorism after the Taliban
takeover of Kabul.

Addressing the 21st sum-
mit of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation
(SCO) at Dushanbe via video
link, Xi said, “Afghanistan has
undergone drastic changes”.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi addressed the summit via
video link and External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar attended
the meeting of the eight-mem-
ber bloc comprising China,
Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, India and Pakistan.

Xi, in his address without
naming the Taliban, said: “the

withdrawal of foreign troops
has opened a new page in its
history. But Afghanistan still
faces many daunting chal-
lenges, and it needs the support
and assistance of the interna-
tional community, particular-
ly countries in our region.”

“We, the SCO member
states, need to step up coordi-
nation, make full use of plat-
forms such as the SCO-
Afghanistan Contact Group
and facilitate a smooth transi-
tion in Afghanistan.

“We need to encourage
Afghanistan to put in place a
broad-based and inclusive
political framework, adopt pru-
dent and moderate domestic
and foreign policies, resolute-
ly fight all forms of terrorism,
live in amity with its neigh-
bours and truly embark on a
path of peace, stability and
development,” he said.

China, which has main-

tained contacts with the
Taliban before and after it took
over power in Kabul in mid-
August, has announced a $31
million aid for food and vac-
cines for Afghanistan.

Though it has not yet for-
mally announced its recogni-
tion to the interim Government
of the Taliban, China along
with Pakistan and Russia has
kept its embassy open in Kabul.
Its envoy formally met the
officials of the interim
Government.

Xi also said that the SCO
countries “need to follow the
journey of upholding our com-

mon security”.
“Faced with complex and

fluid security dynamics in the
region, we need to pursue
common, comprehensive,
cooperative and sustainable
security, and take tough actions
against terrorism, separatism
and extremism,” he said.

He particularly named the
Uygur militant organisation,
the East Turkistan Islamic
Movement (ETIM), which is
fighting for the independence
of the volatile Xinjiang
province where the US and the
EU countries accuse China of
committing human rights vio-
lations against the native 
Uygur Muslims.

China has asked the
Taliban not to permit the ETIM
in Afghanistan to stage attacks
on Xinjiang which shares bor-
ders with the war-ravaged
country.

Later, addressing the joint
summit of the leaders of the
SCO and the Collective
Security Treaty Organisation
(CSTO) member states on the
Afghanistan issue via video
link, Xi called for efforts to
promote a steady transition of
Afghan situation, engage
Afghanistan in dialogues and

help the Afghan people tide
over difficulties.

Founded in 1992, the
CSTO groups six former Soviet
republics of Armenia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia
and Tajikistan, with the aim of
safeguarding peace and stabil-
ity in Eurasia.

Member states of the SCO
and the CSTO should join
hands to safeguard peace and
stability, which are “more pre-
cious than gold,” Xi said.

Relevant parties in
Afghanistan should be urged to
resolutely crack down on and
eradicate terrorist organisa-
tions in the Afghan territory
and prevent terrorist forces in
Afghanistan from wreaking
havoc, the Chinese 
President said.

China will provide the
Afghan people with timely
humanitarian and medical sup-
port in fighting Covid-19, 
Xi said.

Xi, in his speech, said that
the SCO countries need to
strengthen cooperation on
counter-narcotics, border con-
trol and security for major
events, and speedily improve
the SCO’s security cooperation
mechanism.
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Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan on Friday said

that a “new reality” has been
established in Afghanistan after
the Taliban seized power in
Kabul and it is now in the inter-
national community’s “collec-
tive interest” to ensure that
there is no renewed conflict in
the war-torn country and it will
never again become a safe
haven for terrorists.

Addressing the 21st
Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation Council of Heads
of State (SCO-CHS) Summit in
Tajikistan’s capital, Dushanbe,
Khan said it should be a mat-
ter of relief for the world that
the takeover of Afghanistan by
the Taliban and the full with-
drawal of foreign forces from
the country happened “without
bloodshed, without civil war,
and without mass exodus of
refugees”.

Pakistan, which had suf-
fered due to the spillover of
conflict and instability in
Afghanistan, had an interest in
a peaceful and stable
Afghanistan, he said.

“The sudden change of the
previous government which
surprised everyone, the
takeover by the Taliban, and the
full withdrawal of foreign
forces, has established a new
reality in Afghanistan.

“That all this happened
without bloodshed, without

civil war, and without mass
exodus of refugees, should be
a matter of relief,” Khan said,
adding that it is now in the
international community’s col-
lective interest to ensure that
there is no renewed conflict in
Afghanistan and the security
situation is stabilised.

Equally urgent priorities
are to prevent a humanitarian
crisis and an economic melt-
down, he said.

“We must remember that
the previous government
depended heavily on foreign
aid and its removal could lead
to economic collapse.  This is
a moment to stand by the
Afghan people, firmly and
unequivocally,” he said.

He said that the Taliban
rulers should make good on
their commitments.

“The Taliban must fulfil the
pledges made above all for
inclusive political structure
where all ethnic groups are rep-
resented. This is vital for
Afghanistan’s stability,” he said.
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The Taliban’s Education
Ministry says all male stu-

dents grades 6 to 12 and male
teachers should resume class-
es starting on Saturday.

The statement on Friday
published on Facebook did
not include girls of that age, and
the lack of guidance highlight-
ed ongoing concerns that the
Taliban might impose restric-
tions on girls and women. The

Taliban previously allowed girls
in grades one to six to resume
their classes. In the past, the
hardliner group that took over
Afghanistan last month had
forbidden girls and women
from attending school and
work.

In some of the provinces,
women still are not allowed to
continue their work, with
exceptions for women who
have worked in health depart-
ments, hospitals and education. 
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The Dutch Foreign Minister,
Sigrid Kaag, resigned on

Thursday after the Lower
House of Parliament passed a
motion of censure against the
Government over its handling
of evacuations from
Afghanistan amid the Taliban
takeover.

In a parliamentary debate
on Wednesday night, Kaag
acknowledged that the gov-
ernment’s slow or muddled
response to warnings about the
situation in Afghanistan meant
some local staff and people
who had worked as translators
for Dutch troops in the coun-
try had not been evacuated.

After the motion was
passed on Thursday, Kaag
immediately said she would
tender her resignation, saying
that parliament had decided
“that the Cabinet has acted irre-
sponsibly.”
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Armenia is taking its
decades long territorial

dispute with neighbouring
Azerbaijan — that erupted into
armed conflict again last year
— to the United Nations’ high-
est court.

Armenia filed a case at the
International Court of Justice
alleging breaches by Azerbaijan
of an international convention
that aims to eliminate racial
discrimination, the court
announced late on Thursday.

Armenia alleges that as a
result of what it calls a “State-
sponsored policy of Armenian
hatred, Armenians have been
subjected to systemic discrim-
ination, mass killings, torture
and other abuse,” the court said.

The case centers of the
Nagorno-Karabakh region of
Azerbaijan that has been under
the control of ethnic Armenian
forces backed by the Armenian
government for more than a
quarter of a century.

During the Soviet era, the
predominantly Armenian-pop-
ulated region had an
autonomous status within
Azerbaijan. Long-simmering
tensions between Christian
Armenians and mostly Muslim
Azeris boiled over as the Soviet
Union collapsed. Conflict
broke out in 1988 when the

region tried to join Armenia,
and escalated into war after the
1991 collapse of the USSR,
leaving an estimated 30,000
dead and displacing about 1
million.

Fighting that erupted again
a year ago killed hundreds,
making it the biggest flare-up
in the conflict since 1994. 

Armenia alleges that
Azerbaijani committed “grave
violations of the racial dis-
crimination convention” dur-
ing last year’s fighting. 

The Armenian case says
that even after a Russia-bro-
kered ceasefire  came into force
on Nov. 10, “Azerbaijan has
continued to engage in the
murder, torture and other
abuse of Armenian prisoners of
war, hostages and other
detained persons,” according to
the court. Azerbaijan is expect-
ed to file a similar case against
Armenia next week at the
world court. 

“In the coming days, we
will hold #Armenia to account
for breaches of the
International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination,”
Azerbaijan’s deputy Foreign
Minister Elnur Mammadov
said in a tweet. “30 years of
human rights abuses against
Azerbaijanis during occupation
will not be tolerated.” 
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Atrial of Myanmar’s ousted
leader Aung San Suu Kyi

on corruption charges is set to
begin on October 1, a member
of her legal team said on Friday.

Lawyer Khin Maung Zaw
said a judge declared the trial
would be held at the Special
Court in the capital Naypyitaw
on every other Friday. He
announced the decision after
presentations in the court by
Suu Kyi’s lawyers and prosecu-
tors from the central city of
Mandalay, where the charges
were originally lodged.

Suu Kyi, whose elected
government was overthrown
by an army takeover in
February, is currently being
tried on other charges by the
Special Court. In the ongoing
trial, she faces charges of sedi-
tion, two counts of flouting
Covid-19 pandemic restric-
tions, illegally importing
walkie-talkies that were for
her bodyguards’ use and the
unlicensed use of the radios.

She also is due to be tried
for breaching the official secrets

law in a case that was trans-
ferred earlier this week to
Naypyitaw from Yangon,
Myanmar’s biggest city.

Suu Kyi’s supporters as
well as independent analysts
say all the charges against her
are politically motivated and an
attempt to discredit her and
legitimize the military’s seizure
of power while keeping her
from returning to politics. Her
lawyers deny any wrongdoing.

The army takeover was
met with massive popular resis-
tance, which is continuing
despite harsh measures by
security forces to quash it.

Suu Kyi, 76, has been
charged in five cases under the
anti-corruption law, four by the
Mandalay Region High Court
that will now be tried in
Naypyitaw, and one by the
Yangon Region High Court.

Johannesburg: South Africa’s top court on
Friday rejected former President Jacob Zuma’s
application to rescind his 15-month-jail sen-
tence for contempt of court. Zuma handed him-
self over in July after the Constitutional Court
found him to be in contempt of court for repeat-
edly refusing to return to the Commission of
Inquiry into State Capture, where several wit-
nesses have given details of his alleged role in
a number of issues relating to the looting of state
departments and parastatal organisations.

In a majority judgment of the
Constitutional Court, Judge Sisi Khampepe
dismissed 79-year-old Zuma’s application of
rescission with costs. Commenting on Zuma’s
conduct, Khampepe said that he had wilfully
refused to participate in litigation and then
reopened the case when it suited him.

“The majority emphatically reject any sug-
gestion that litigants can be allowed to butcher of
their own will judicial process which in all respects
has been carried out,” Khampepe said. PTI
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The UN Security Council on
Friday extended for six

months the mandate of the
United Nations Assistance
Mission in Afghanistan
(UNAMA), unanimously vot-
ing on a resolution that empha-
sises the importance of the
establishment of an inclusive
and representative government. 

The 15-nation Council
voted on the draft resolution
that extended the mandate of

UNAMA until March 17, 2022. 
The resolution, stressing

the important role that the
United Nations will continue to
play in promoting peace and
stability in Afghanistan, recog-
nises the need for strengthened
efforts to provide humanitari-
an assistance to Afghanistan
and the important coordina-
tion role of the United Nations,
and reaffirming that the effec-
tive delivery of humanitarian
assistance requires all parties to
allow full, safe and unhin-

dered humanitarian access, for
United Nations humanitarian
agencies and other humanitar-
ian actors. 

It also reaffirms the impor-
tance of combating terrorism in
Afghanistan, including those
designated by the Security
Council Committee pursuant
to resolutions 1267 (1999) 1989
(2011) and 2253 (2015), and
ensuring that the territory of
Afghanistan should not be
used to threaten or attack any
country.

Kathmandu: The Nepal
Government led by Prime
Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba
will take “full shape” within a
week with the expansion of the
Cabinet, a senior leader of the
ruling coalition said on Friday.

Even two months after com-
ing to power, Prime Minister
Deuba has not been able to
expand his Cabinet due to pro-
longed power sharing negotia-
tions among the five-party rul-
ing alliance. At present, Deuba
is running the Government
with five ministers, with himself
heading 17 Ministries.

Speaking at the inaugura-
tion of the newly-formed
party’s central office in
Aloknagar-Baneshwor area in
the outskirt of Kathmandu,
Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Socialist) Chairman
Madhav Kumar Nepal said,
“The Cabinet would get full
shape within a week.” PTI
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House of Representatives
Speaker Nancy Pelosi

warned Britain on Friday that
there will be no US-UK trade
deal unless the British govern-
ment solves post-Brexit dis-
agreements with the European
Union that risk destabilizing
Northern Ireland’s peace.

Britain and the EU are at
odds over trade arrangements
that have imposed checks on
goods coming to Northern
Ireland from the rest of the UK.

They were agreed by both
sides in their divorce deal, to
keep an open land border
between the north and EU
member Ireland — a key pillar
of Northern Ireland’s peace
process.

Britain says the new checks
are onerous and wants to
rewrite the agreement, but the
EU says it will not renegotiate.

The United States, which
played a key role in securing
Northern Ireland’s 1998 Good
Friday peace accord, has cau-
tioned Britain against doing
anything to undermine the
peace settlement.

Beijing: China on Friday
announced that the manned
mission to construct its first
space station was a complete
success after three Chinese astro-
nauts returned to Earth after 90
days, concluding the country’s
longest crewed mission.

The Shenzhou-12 manned
spaceship carrying astronauts
Nie Haisheng, Liu Boming and
Tang Hongbo touched down at
the Dongfeng landing site in
north China’s Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region at around
13:35 local time, the China
Manned Space Agency
(CMSA) said. The mission to
construct the space station was
a complete success, it said.

The three astronauts from
the Shenzhou-12 manned
spaceflight mission are in good

condition after landing on
Earth, official media reported.
They spent 90 days at the
Tianhe module on China’s
space station, some 380km
above Earth.

Earlier, the main parachute
of the re-entry capsule of
Shenzhou-12 was deployed
successfully ahead of the space-
craft’s landing in Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region.

The three astronauts
entered the space station mod-
ule in June this year on a
three-month mission to build
many of its components.

Billed as the most presti-
gious and strategically important
space project for China after the
country’s recent Mars and pre-
vious Moon missions, the low
orbit space station would be the
country’s eye from the sky, pro-
viding round the clock bird’s-eye
view for its astronauts on the rest
of the world. PTI

Athens: The leaders of Europe’s
Mediterranean countries
pledged on Friday to expand
cooperation against climate
change, at a meeting in Athens
held in the aftermath of mas-
sive wildfires that ravaged parts
of southern Europe.

They expressed their
“strong conviction that urgent
and ambitious global action (is
needed) at national, regional
and local levels”, according to
a joint statement issued after
the talks got underway.

“It is absolutely the right
move at the right time because
we all see that climate change is
heavily affecting the
Mediterranean region,”
European Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen
said. Attending the talks were
President Emmanuel Macron of
France, Italian PM Mario
Draghi, Spain’s Prime Minister
Pedro Sanchez and leaders and
senior representatives from
Malta, Greece, Cyprus, Slovenia,
Croatia and Portugal. AP
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Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari on Friday said he

gets � 4 lakh every month as
royalty from YouTube, as view-
ership of his lecture videos
posted on the platform has
increased during the pandem-
ic period.

While reviewing the
progress of the Delhi-Mumbai
Expressway (DME) in
Bharuch, Gadkari further said
his ministry has started rating
road construction contractors
and consultants.

During Covid-19 times,
the road transport and high-
ways minister said, he did two
things. "I became a chef and
started cooking at home and
giving lectures through video
conference. I delivered more
than 950 lectures online,
including lectures to foreign
universities students, which
were uploaded on YouTube.
"Viewership of my YouTube
channel increased and YouTube
now pays me � 4 lakh per
month as royalty," he said.
Gadkari, who is known for his
frank views, said that in India,
those who do good work, don’t
get appreciation.  The minister
also emphasised on the impor-
tance of network of modern-
and high-quality roads for eco-
nomic development and creat-
ing employment opportuni-
ties.
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In a bid to deepen the corpo-
rate bond market, the

Government is working on
setting up a ‘backstop facility’
as announced in the Budget, a
senior government official said
on Friday. Speaking at an event
organised by CII, Additional
Secretary, Ministry of Finance,
Anand Mohan Bajaj said the
government in consultation

with RBI has increased foreign
investor participation ceiling in
corporate bonds from 9 per
cent to 15 per cent. 

On the corporate bond
market, he said a lot has been
done over the years and a lot
needs to be done.      "We are
working on a very compre-
hensive facility. It will certain-
ly instil confidence among the
participants in the corporate
bond market," he said. 

	���� ���C/.

Equity benchmarks surged to
fresh lifetime peaks on

Friday but finished with mod-
est losses, snapping their three-
session winning streak, as
investors rotated out of RIL,
metal and IT stocks at higher
levels.

After gyrating 866 points
during the day, the 30-share
BSE Sensex settled 125.27
points or 0.21 per cent lower at
59,015.89.

It had surged to a lifetime
high of 59,737.32 in the morn-
ing session.  Similarly, the
broader NSE Nifty slipped
44.35 points or 0.25 per cent to
close at 17,585.15, after touch-
ing an intra-day record of
17,792.95. 

�
���� �78�(79:.

Auto fuel prices in the coun-
try have maintained sta-

bility amidst volatility in glob-
al oil prices with crude on the
boil again rising sharply for
past few days.

The oil marketing compa-
nies (OMCs) on Friday kept
pump prices of auto fuels petrol
and diesel unchanged, the 12th
consecutive day of no revision,
as they preferred to watch the
global oil situation before mak-
ing any revision in prices.

Accordingly, the price of
petrol and diesel remained
unchanged at �101.19 and �
88.62 per litre in Delhi, as per
Indian Oil Corporation, the
country’s largest fuel retailer.

In Mumbai, the petrol
price is stable at Rs 107.26 per
litre on Friday, while diesel
rates also remained unchanged
at �96.19 a litre.

Across the country as well,
petrol and diesel prices
remained static on Friday but
their retail rates varied depend-
ing on the level of local taxes in
a particular state.

Fuel prices have been hov-
ering at record levels on
account of 41 increases in its
retail rates since April this
year. Under the pricing formula
adopted by oil companies, rates
of petrol and diesel are to be
reviewed and revised by them
on a daily basis. 
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Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar

said the Government is taking
necessary steps to achieve
nutrition security along with
food security. 

Inaugurating a two-day
conference at Hyderabad, the
minister said it was upon India’s
initiative that the United
Nations declared year 2023 as
the International Year of
Millets.   Tomar urged the pre-
sent generation to understand
the importance of nutritious
foodgrains like millets and
make it a part of their daily diet,
according to an official state-
ment. The Minister highlight-
ed that the Centre has
announced the Agriculture

Infrastructure Fund worth �1.5
lakh crore to fill the gaps in the
farm sector. 

He said the Centre has
launched special mission for
oilseeds and oil palm cultiva-
tion from which the farmers in
Telangana would greatly ben-
efit as land here is suitable for
cultivation of these crops. 

To encourage the next
generation to invest in agri-
culture and to ensure profitable
yields for the crops, Tomar said
the Centre has enacted three
new farm laws. The
Government will spend �6,850
crore to set up 10,000 new
farmer-producer organisations
(FPOs) and as a result lives of
about 86 percent of farmers
would be transformed, he
added.
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The Ministry of Consumer
Affairs on Friday claimed

that prices of eight types of edi-
ble oils in the wholesale mar-
kets across the country are
showing a declining trend over
the last week after it took sev-
eral measures to boost domes-
tic supply and curb hoarding.
As per the data shared by the
ministry, , the wholesale price
of palm oil fell 2.50 per cent to
�12,349 per tonne as on
September 14 from �12,666 per
tonne a week ago.     Similarly,
wholesale rate of sunflower oil
fell 1.30 per cent to �15,965 per
tonne as on September 14
from �16,176 per tonne a week
ago.  Wholesale rate of ground-
nut oil dropped 1.38 per cent
to �16,839 per tonne, while that
of mustard oil and vanaspati
declined by less than 1 per cent
to �16,573 per tonne and
�12,508 per tonne. 

While wholesale price of
sesame oil slipped 2.08 per cent
to �23,500 per tonne, coconut
oil eased by 1.72 per cent to
�17,100 per tonne.

The price monitoring divi-
sion’s data of the ministry
showed that the highest price
of groundnut was reported of
�247 a kg in Moradabad in
Uttar Pradesh while the mini-
mum rate was �120 a kg in
Rampurhat.
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The 64th Annual General
Body Meeting (AGM) of

National Agricultural
Cooperative Marketing
Federation of India Ltd.
(NAFED) was held at New
Delhi today.  

Welcoming the partici-
pants, Bijender Singh,
Chairman NAFED thanked to
the Hon'ble Union Minister of
Agriculture, Shri Narendra
Singh Tomar, MoS for
Agriculture, Shri Kailash
Choudhary, Shri Rupala ji,
Secretary (A&C), Additional
Secretary (A&C) and other
senior officers in the Ministry
of Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare and Ministry of Food,
Consumer Affairs and Public
Distribution for their constant

guidance and support to
NAFED from time to time
and reposing confidence in
NAFED by entrusting various
tasks.  He assured the
Government that NAFED
would strive hard to accom-
plish the tasks assigned by the
Government to the best of its

ability.  
Hon'ble Chairman also

extended his gratitude to the
Hon'ble Prime Minister of
India for creating a separate
"Ministry of Cooperation" and
giving it under the  able and
dynamic leadership of Hon'ble
Shri Amit Shah Ji.  

5)�������������������������
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Gurugram: Team Corporate
Communications of Power
Grid Corporation of India
Limited (POWERGRID), a
Maharatna CPSU under
Ministry of Power,
Government of India, has fea-
tured in Reputation Today’s
India’s Top 30 Corporate
Communications teams. The
Team is ranked 18th in the list
which features only two PSUs
from India. The Corporate
Communications Team was
felicitated by Chairman
Managing Director(POWER-
GRID), Sh. K.Sreekant  for this
achievement in presence of
Shri V.K. Singh, Director
(Personnel), Sh. Mohammed
Taj Mukarrum ,
Director(Finance) and Sh.
Abhay Choudhary,
Director(Projects)  today . 
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The newly released OTT Mumbai
Diaries 26/11 is up and running
on Amazon Prime TV and has

garnered a lot of praise in its bank.
Soaring high on all ratings, the web
series brings on the screen a portray-
al of the terrorist attacks that occurred
on the fateful night of November 26,
2008, in Mumbai. The show, however,
highlights a unique angle — the point
of view of the medical fraternity that
treated the victims of the attacks,
under mammoth pressure and amidst
back-breaking circumstances. One
of the resident doctors, Diya
Parekh, is played by the model-
turned-actress Natasha
Bharadwaj.

In an exclusive heart-to-
heart with Bharadwaj, she
opened up about her experi-
ence playing Dr Diya. Below
are certain excerpts from the
interview:

�On talking with Shreya
Dhanwanthary, we gathered
that the series, Mumbai Diaries
26/11, explores an angle that
hasn’t been discussed before -
what went through the front-
line workers that calamitous
night. 

On that note, tell us a bit
about your character. 

This is the first time we’ve had
a medical drama as a show and
how the doctors are under con-
stant pressure, and how they work
round the clock, is what we had to
witness and understand, even live
the experience, in a way. No mat-
ter what is happening in their per-
sonal lives, they put themselves out
there and treat as many patients as pos-
sible, saving each and every breath. This
was extremely important for us to
know.

Talking about my character, I play
Dr Diya Parekh and she is this girl who
comes from a sense of privilege. Her
Dada ji owns the hospital but she is
someone who wants to create a mark
and is good at her job, too. But at the
same time, she is suffering from anxi-
ety and depression and how these prob-
lems kick in at a time when you just
don’t want them to and how she needs
to cope with every situation is the focus.
This is her time to shine and to prove

her mettle. That is when Dr Diya puts
everything aside, focusses at the
humongous task at hand and really

pulls through.

�I read somewhere that your
mother is a doctor. Did
that help you engulf
the essence of the
role? 

Yes, my mother
is a doctor and she
has always been
my inspiration. She
has really helped
me groom into the
character. I was
blessed to have her
beside me, who could
talk me through this
because her experiences
were something that I actually fed
off. She has treated so many patients
and there are innumerable stories that
are unbelievably inspiring and heart
wrenching. I cannot define the take-
away really but this has helped me
tremendously in creating Dr Diya,
undoubtedly. I remember I used to
visit the hospital with her, as a kid.
She would go to operate and I used
to sit around in her cabin. I
enjoyed looking at the slides
placed under the microscope and
for the longest time that I can

remember, I’ve always been in a hos-
pital environment. However, this show
needed something completely different.
It’s a government hospital. There are
entirely different kinds of obstacles that

occur at a government hospi-
tal and when everything

breaks loose, how these
hospitals really get

affected was what we
needed to portray in
the show. 

�Acting is some-
thing inspired
from reality... how

much and what
kind of research did

you do? How did you
prepare for the finer

detasils which were reflect-
ed on screen while playing a res-

ident doctor?
Getting into the skin of the char-

acter was extremely (elongates on the
word, emphasising on it) important. Mr
Nikhil Advani, our director, and the co-
director, Mr Nikhil Gonsalves, both had
such a clear vision of what they want-
ed and the way they wanted it. Before
our medical workshop started for the
web series, I began my own workshops.
I discussed with my mother her expe-
riences, and the manner doctors func-
tion in reality. I tried to soak the med-

ical jargon. Thereafter, I went for a first-
aid workshop at the American Heart
Association and I also went to one of
my mother’s colleague’s government
hospitals. I was there for a couple of
days to witness what trauma is like,
what emergencies looked like and that
helped me step into the shoes of the
character. At the same time, I had to
learn and unlearn a lot. I believe this
is what aided me in preparing for the
finer details which were reflected on
screen while playing Dr Diya.

�From modelling, dancing, karate, to
films, you have had a successful
career as a dancer and model. How
did the shift to Bollywood take place?
How are the two lives different for
you? And, which one do you like
more? 

I’m extremely grateful for every-
thing that I’ve had the opportunity to
do. I don’t think there has been any
kind of shift. I’ve aspired to become an
actor since the very beginning. I am
glad and thankful that, at the moment,
I received the opportunity to work with
such brilliant people who create love-
ly cinema that touches people’s hearts.
One thing has led to the other so I’m
just happy for all the good experiences
and bad, but everything that took place
has made me who I am today and I am
nothing but grateful for it all.

Actress Rakul Preet Singh, whose look from the forth-
coming Ayushmann Khurrana-starrer Doctor G was

unveiled recently, had to enroll for medical classes to get
into the skin of her character in the film.

To essay Dr Fatima, Rakul had to learn medical ter-
minology and also nuances of some important surgical
procedures for this family entertainer directed by
Anubhuti Kashyap.

In order to make everything related to the medical
world appear authentic on screen, the makers had
arranged for experts to conduct special sessions with the
cast — Rakul, Khurrana and actress Shefali Shah and
train them as part of their characters’ prep.

“Shooting for Doctor G has turned out to be an inter-
esting experience. Since I play a doctor, the mannerisms
and actions needed to be precise. It was mandatory to
learn important things related to the medical world to
make it look real on screen,” expressed Rakul.

“The journey of becoming Dr Fatima was an amaz-
ing process which I will cherish forever,” she added.

Rakul said that she and the makers wanted her char-
acter to seem genuine and relatable.

“We did multiple look tests to get her look right. The
idea was for her to look as close to real as possible and
bring out the endearing quality of her character. By just
wearing the doctor’s coat, you suddenly get a sense of
responsibility even though I was only playing a charac-
ter,” Rakul continued.

The actress admitted, “While treating patients for
scenes, one truly understands how much responsibili-
ty doctors have on their shoulders and how difficult their
life is.”

The film Doctor G is a campus comedy drama, co-
written by Kashyap, Sumit Saxena, Vishal Wagh and
Saurabh Bharat. B&��'

Think Bhangra and the first name
that comes to everyone’s mind is

Daler Mehndi. The voice behind
popular hits, from Bolo Ta Ra Ra Ra,
Tunak Tunak to Ho Jayegi Balle Balle,
is not just restricted to the upbeat
genre, though. Someone who is pop-
ular for his exuberant energy in all his
music videos, he has also lent his voice
to some iconic songs that were fea-
tured in Bollywood such as Jiyo Re
Bahubali, Zor Ka Jhatka and the title
track for Dangal.

On the occasion of Ganesh
Chaturthi, Mehndi recently released
Chintamani Ganesha, a song which is
underlined by his trademark energy
and the devotional song provided us
with an opportunity to speak with the
living legend himself. 

It took some time, and lots of
coordination, but Mehndi managed to
make enough time for a quick chat
with us, in between shows. After per-
forming for two hours, he says he has
to drive for another hour before he
reaches the next venue in time for an
hour-long show. That surprises us,
someone of his stature, would he not
have a retinue of chauffeur-driven cars
at his disposal?

When we express our surprise,
Mehndi laughs before sharing, “I
like driving myself. I think driving
keeps my mind sharp, one can’t real-
ly drive if they are lazy. Sure, when-
ever I am on the road, a few drivers
always accompany me and there is at
least one other car behind me, but I
like driving myself, humming some
ghazals.”

Energetic. That is probably the
most appropriate word in the dictio-
nary if you have to describe Mehndi
with one word. All his videos feature
him having the time of his life, with
a wide smile plastered on his face.

We thought it would be prudent

to ask him from where does he
obtain his signature energy and
whether he is always like that, full of
life? “You know, you are not the first
person to ask this,” he says with a
smile, “Right before my last perfor-
mance the organisers asked me what’s
my poison, and when I told them I
would like a cup of hot tea, they were
surprised. I am used to that reaction,
when people see me, they might think
that I drink. To them that is the source
of unrestrained energy; however, for
me, music is the substance of choice.
I would say that at least 99 per cent of
my life is spent being energetic. And
the remaining one per cent? It might
be more than one per cent, I think, but
whenever I turn away from music, I
see the troubles and strives of our fel-
low people. Otherwise, I believe I have
a lot to be thankful for, and that alone
is enough to keep me happy.”

Speaking about Chintamani
Ganesha and Ganesh Chaturthi, he
went on to reveal, “Bolo Ta Ra Ra Ra,
my first album, released in 1995 dur-
ing Ganesh Chaturthi. It broke all
records back then and I have never
looked back, since. My own sentimen-
tal connection with the festival aside,
I think this 10-day festival Ganesh
Chaturthi offers respite from monot-
ony to people. Against the backdrop
of the pandemic my own sentimen-
tal connection aside, it is one of the

festivals which bring happiness, and
respite from the monotony of life,
something we all could use in these
pandemic times, which is why I
released the song Chintamani
Ganesha — wo sab ki chinta door karte
hai...”

Mehndi is someone who is open-
ly religious and can be seen periodi-
cally celebrating occasions with songs
of worship across the country. Earlier
this year, he penned and performed
an exclusive bhajan at the Vaishno
Devi shrine, to signify the com-
mencement of Navratri. He express-
es his belief that all religions promote
the same message of love and harmo-
ny, and if he receives the opportuni-
ty to celebrate a god with his god-

given gift, he won’t shy away from
doing so. 

“I was born to a conventional
family in Patna, Bihar and grew up lis-
tening to the melodies of the Guru
Granth Sahib Ji, which is composed
in and divided into a total of 60 ragas
which combine the hymns of many
saints. The teachings of Guru Granth
happen to be something I hold dear.
It taught me to respect all the faiths
across the globe. We all are one, ulti-
mately. I have never felt that ‘oh, this
is a God that I don’t worship, hence I
should not sing their praises.’ If I can
lend my voice to celebrate a god, I will
happily do so without any qualms,” he
shares.

As our conversation deviated

from the script, like most good con-
versations do, he went on to reminisce
about the distant past, grateful for
everything, including the people he
met and had a hand in Daler Singh
becoming Daler Mehndi. “I ran away
from home in 1982 to learn music
from  Rahat Ali Khan from
Gorakhpur, who was kind enough to
teach me the finer nuances of the
Patiala Gharana style of Indian clas-
sical music. Another teacher was
ghazal maestro Parvez Mehdi, from
whose name, the celebrated suffix
Mehndi got added to my name. Back
then I wanted everything that one
would have wanted in those times. My
name and photograph on hoardings,
and the likes, I am sure you know
what I mean. I am glad fame came
knocking on my door much later, in
1995, after Bolo Ta Ra Ra Ra, because
then I did not let it get to my head,”
he ruminates thoughtfully, before
adding, “Now my only dream is to
share different types of music with the
world. I am not one to brag but when
big names of the west, like Deadmau5
or Marshmello, come to India they
seek me out, all by the grace of God.
And if God wills, I will go a long way,
yet. I am still hungry to showcase my
energy with a lot more music.”

One thing that was on our script,
and that we did not forget to ask about
was a little story concerning Tunak
Tunak, which is arguably Mehndi’s
biggest hit. The song’s video, which
was made on a then unprecedented
budget of  $610,000, features hundreds
of CGI versions of the singer dancing
to the catchy beat of the song. We
found a lot of anecdotes on the inter-
net, but no original quotes by the
singer behind the hit. Well, the story
is as follows, in the words of the liv-
ing legend himself, “Certain popular
journalists had said that I became

popular only since women are danc-
ing with me in my videos. And I don’t
remember what happened, I suppose
I was just extremely angry with them
and took it personally. I challenged
them that I will release a song which
will feature only my voice and only me
in the video. And all credit goes to the
supreme power above us all, that song
was a hit. The very first day witnessed
the sale of over 10 lakh units of cas-
settes being and two lakh CDs.” 

Well, it is clear who won
that challenge. The beats of
Tunak Tunak happen to be a
cult hit in South Korea, with
just about every kid having
heard that tune at least
once since it is played in the
background of advertise-
ment of food items in the
country.

Since he had to pre-
pare for his next perfor-
mance, we had to cut our
conversation short with
one last question — as a
record producer, what
does he expect from
emerging talent? “Well,
kids these days are ver-
satile. The current young
generation is extremely
lucky. everything is just the
swipe on a smartphone
away. Whatever information
you seek, is available through
multiple reliable sources. The
talent that is emerging is
extremely talented. My only
advise to someone who wants to
make something of themselves in the
music industry, is that they should stay
away from drugs and liquor. And
another factor I don’t compromise on
is that the person should be down to
earth, and be willing to learn,” Mehndi
concludes with a warm smile.
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Nepal is not just about
the incredible
Himalayas but also a

box of adventure which gives
you an adrenaline rush. If you
are one of those who prefer to
take the less-trod path, there
are several options. 

The beautiful Upper
Mustang is home to the walled
town of Lo Manthang close to
the Tibet-China-Nepal bor-
der. Dotted with several
Gompas, this quaint village
dates back several centuries 
and is tucked in between high
barren mountain deserts The
stark brown landscape of the 
Mustang (which ironically
translates as “fertile plain”)
region is divided between
Lower (Jomson-Muktinath-
Kagbeni) and Upper 
(Lo-Manthang and the border
with China). The ancient
Kingdom of Lo Manthang,
founded by King Ame Pal in
1380, is also regarded as Nepal’s
‘Little Tibet’. It has remained
isolated as not many have trod
here. The path leading to it
once served as a trade route for
ancient traders but these ter-
rains continue to be mystical
and magical. 
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This picturesque, almost

out of this world village is
located on a high-altitude
desert, north of Dhaulagiri
and Annapurna. What has
kept its charm intact is that the
village, which is only accessi-
ble by 4x4 drive vehicles, is yet
to make its way to Google
Maps. The rustic charm is
heightened by Buddhist
monks, yaks, ancient forts and
caves that are over 2,500 years

old. The farmlands of barley
and buckwheat, which are
spread as far as the eye can see,
give off a vibe of mystical spir-
ituality. 

Monarchy came to an end
in 2008 in this rugged moun-
tain village which is at a height
of 3,800 metres. Inside this for-
bidden kingdom, one gets a
glimpse of Tibetan Buddhist
culture dating back centuries.

This lensman’s delight is home
to three main gompas —
Dragkar-Thegchen Ling,
Jampa and Thupchen Gompa,
amongst which Jampa is the
oldest. These ancient exquisite
architectures are adorned with
the finest Thangka paintings
depicting Buddha’s life. Once
painted in gold and other gem-
stones, these tell the priceless
stories of a glorious past.

Strolling around the walled
city, the locals are usually seen
to be busy swirling a prayer
wheel while a few monks walk
past. The entire picture makes
you believe that time has come
to a standstill here.

But the place holds more
charms. A little outside the vil-
lage are caves which date as far
back as 8-10,000 BC and are
carved into a steep cliff face 155

feet above the valley basin
near the Kali Gandaki River in
Upper Mustang. Don’t be sur-
prised when you see proper
rooms carved inside these for
people to stay in.

The Jhong cave in Chhoser
is five-storey high and has 40
different rooms with several
ladders to go from one floor to
another. While the Jhong caves
give a stunning view of
Chhoser valley, archaeologists
are yet to find the actual pur-
pose for which these were
built.

Walking within the walled
city of Lo-Manthang is nothing
less than a spiritual experience

and a journey where you can
find yourself.
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The Indian cricket board
(BCCI) on Friday appoint-

ed the national junior selection
committee with former Tamil
Nadu batsman Sridharan
Sharath as its chairman.

While S. Sharath is the rep-
resentative selector from South
Zone, former Gujarat wicket-
keeper-batsman Pathik Patel is
the selector from West Zone and
former Bengal medium-pacer
Ranadeb Bose is from East
Zone. Former Punjab batsman
Krishan Mohan, who is now
with Himachal Pradesh in
coaching capacity, is the North
Zone selector while ex-Madhya
Pradesh pacer Harvinder Singh
Sodhi is the selector from
Central Zone.

"Former Tamil Nadu cap-
tain Mr Sharath Sridharan will
head the committee," said a
statement from the Board of
Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI). The first cricketer to
play 100 Ranji Trophy matches
for Tamil Nadu, Sharath scored
8700 runs, including 27 cen-
turies and 42 half-
centuries in
139 first-class
matches with
an impres-
sive average
of 51.17, dur-
ing his 15-
y e a r - l o n g
d o m e s t i c
career. 
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New Zealand have called
off their white-ball tour
of Pakistan because of

security concerns ahead of the
first of three ODIs at Pindi
Cricket Ground in Rawalpindi
on Friday. New Zealand were
visiting Pakistan for the first time
after 18 years for a white-ball
tour featuring three ODIs which
were to be followed by five
T20Is in Lahore.

Players and support staff
members from both sides did
not come out of the hotel and
were asked to stay in their
rooms. Spectators were not
allowed to enter the stadium.
After a period of uncertainty and
chaos caused by the delay apart
from rumours of COVID-19
outbreak in either camp, a state-
ment from New Zealand Cricket
(NZC) was issued.

"However, following an
escalation in the New Zealand
Government threat levels for
Pakistan, and advice from NZC

security advisors on the ground,
it has been decided the BLACK-
CAPS will not continue with the
tour. Arrangements are now
being made for the team's depar-
ture," read the NZC statement.

The chief executive of NZC
David White said it was simply
not possible to continue with the
tour given the advice he was
receiving. "I understand this
will be a blow for the PCB
(Pakistan Cricket Board), who
have been wonderful hosts, but
player safety is paramount and
we believe this is the only
responsible option."

New Zealand Cricket
Players Association chief exec-
utive Heath Mills echoed
White's sentiments. "We've been
across this process throughout
and are fully supportive of the
decision. The players are in
good hands; they're safe -- and
everyone's acting in their best
interests."

NZC also said it will not
comment on the details of the
security threat nor the updated

arrangements for the departing
squad. New Zealand, led by Tom
Latham, had arrived in
Islamabad on September 11
after losing a five-match T20I
series to Bangladesh 3-2. Since
the start of this century, New
Zealand first came to Pakistan
in 2002 under Stephen Fleming.
They had to abandon the tour
on the morning of the second
Test in Karachi after a bomb
exploded outside their team
hotel. The last time New
Zealand toured Pakistan was in
2003 for a five-match ODI
series, which they lost 5-0.

The PCB issued a statement
shortly after NZC released one,
saying that no security threat of
any kind existed for the visitors.
"Earlier today, New Zealand
Cricket informed us they had
been alerted to some security
alert and have unilaterally decid-
ed to postpone the series.

"Pakistan Cricket Board and
Pakistan Government made
foolproof security arrangements
for all visiting teams. We have

assured the New Zealand
Cricket of the same. The
Pakistan Prime Minister (Imran
Khan) spoke personally to the
Prime Minister of New Zealand
(Jacinda Ardern) and informed
her that we have one of the best
intelligence systems in the world
and that no security threat of any
kind exists for the visiting team."

"The security officials with
the New Zealand team have
been satisfied with security
arrangements made by the
Pakistan Government through-
out their stay here. PCB is will-
ing to continue the scheduled
matches. However, cricket lovers
in Pakistan and around the
world will be disappointed by
this last minute withdrawal."

The tour had been given a
green signal a fortnight ago
after the assessment of security
measures by independent secu-
rity consultant Reg Dickason,
who had come on the 2002 and
2003 tours as well. New Zealand
had trained in Rawalpindi and
were set to play the first ODI on
Friday before calling off the tour.
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Punjab's Harmilan Kaur Bains stole the thun-
der from the sprinters by breaking Sunita

Rani's long-standing national record in the 1500
metres on the second day of the 60th National
Open Athletics Championships in the Jawaharlal
Nehru Stadium in Hanamkonda on Thursday.

The 23-year-old start-to-finish specialist
cruised home in 4:05.39 to erase the mark set by
Sunita Rani at 4:06.03 in the Asian Games in Busan
in 2002. She also shattered OP Jais'a's meet record
of 4:11.83 set in Delhi in 2006. Del'i's KM Chanda
gamely shadowed Harmilan until the Punjab run-
ner sped away at the bell to win by a sizable mar-
gin. Harmilan, undefeated in eight national-level
1500m races since January 2020, has shown rapid
progress, improving from 4:14.68 in the Khelo
India University Games in Bhubaneswar last year
to 4:08.70 and 4:08.27 in the Federation Cup
(March 16) and Indian Grand Prix 4 (June 21)

respectively in Patiala. On Thursday, she capped
it with a National mark, the Athletics Federation
of India (AFI) said in a release on Thursday.

It needed such a strong effort to push a cou-
ple of good sprint events to the shade. Naresh
Kumar (Andhra Pradesh) and Delhi's Tarandeep
Kaur took the honours as the fastest male and
female athlete of the meet by winning the 100m
dash Naresh Kumar's 10.30 seconds win came with
the second-fastest time by an Indian in 100m this
year behind Gurindervir Singh's 10.27 seconds in
Patiala on June 26. It also gave the 23-year-old
from Guntur a place among the five fastest sprint-
ers in Indian history. Quite inevitably, it gave him
the meet record, improving on Anil Kumar's 10.37
seconds set in 2001.

The race produced personal bests for Assam's
Amlan Borgohain and Harjit Singh (Services) with
times of 10.34 seconds for both, a photo finish sep-
arating them by six-thousandths of a second to
secure the silver medal for the former. 
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Australian women's team
pace bowler Ellyse Perry,

who is set to return to her role
as new-ball bowler after her
career over the past 18 months
was hampered by hamstring
injury, has termed the forth-
coming ODI series against
India as an opportunity.

"With Megan Schutt miss-
ing for this series, there might
be more opportunity there
with the new ball, especially
initially," said Perry ahead of
the ODI series against Indian
women's team that begins on
Tuesday (September 21).

Perry, who has picked 298
international wickets across
246 Tests, ODIs and T20s, is
just one of seven bowlers to
have taken 150 wickets in
women's ODIs.

She barely bowled during
the one-day series against New
Zealand in March-April, send-
ing down just six overs in the
first two matches as first
change. She didn't bowl in the
third ODI.
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Indian pace bowler
Mohammed Siraj has said

that the recently-concluded
Test tour of England was a
"great experience" and that he
was happy that he could repose
the faith of his captain Virat
Kohli during the series.

Siraj played a key role in
India taking a 1-0 lead in the
series, notching eight wickets in
the Lord's Test, which led to the
visitors winning the tie by 151
runs.

"The England tour was a
great experience by any stretch
of imagination. I am glad that
I could repose the faith of my
captain Virat bhai, head coach
Ravi Shastri, the support staff
and the entire team," the 27-
year-old, who has so far
amassed 30 wickets in the nine
Tests, told Sportstar on
Thursday.

Siraj though said that he
was a bit disappointed at not
being selected in the side for
the ICC T20 World Cup in the
UAE and Oman in October-
November this year.

"Well, selection is not in
our hands. It was certainly a
dream to play in the T20 World
Cup. But, again, that is not the
end of it all. I have many more
goals -- the biggest being to
play a lead role in helping the
team to win matches," said
Siraj.

"I will take things as they
come for I believe in destiny
and be content in whatever
opportunities I get even as the
pursuit for excellence at the
highest level continues," he
added.

Siraj said that sharing the
ball with the likes of pace stal-
warts Ishant Sharma and
Mohammed Shami was a great
experience.
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England's tour of Pakistan
next month was thrown

into doubt on Friday after New
Zealand abandoned their inter-
national series there on secu-
rity grounds.

According to a Daily Mail
report, the Black Caps did not
leave their hotel for the first
one-day international and no
spectators were admitted to the
stadium in Rawalpindi after the
country's cricket board received
security advice. Before the
scheduled time of the toss for
the day-nighter, confirmation
came that the tourists would be
returning home before a ball

had been bowled.
The England and Wales

Cricket Board (ECB) then said
that they will decide on
whether next month's tour of
Pakistan can go ahead in the
next 48 hours.

"We're aware of New
Zealand's decision to pull out
of the Pakistan tour due to a
security alert," a spokesperson
was quoted as saying by stan-
dard.co.uk. "We are liaising
with our security team who are
on the ground in Pakistan to
fully understand the situation.
The ECB Board will then
decide in the next 24-48 hours
whether our planned tour
should proceed."
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Formula 1 team Aston Martin have
confirmed an unchanged pairing of

Sebastian Vettel and Lance Stroll for next
year.

Vettel had joined Aston Martin
from Ferrari at the start of this season,
netting the team's first podium at the
Azerbaijan Grand Prix. The four-time
champion will continue his journey with
the British team next year alongside
Canadian driver Stroll, as Formula 1
moves into its new era of regulations.

"I am really looking forward to rac-
ing the new generation of Formula 1
cars," said Vettel. "Their look is very dif-
ferent and the new technical regulations
should give us cars that can race much
more closely than recently," the German
told formula1.com on Thursday.

"More exciting racing will be great
for the drivers as well as for the fans. The
changes are so big that every team will
be starting from a new beginning, so it
will be a great opportunity for us at
Aston Martin? I believe in the strength
of our new growing team, so I am
already looking forward to 2022."

Stroll, meanwhile, added, "Next
season I will be embarking on my sixth
year in Formula 1, alongside my team-
mate Sebastian? and I greatly look for-
ward to continuing the journey with him

next year. We have not achieved what we
set out to do this year, but that has only
amplified our hunger and drive for suc-
cess next season."

Vettel was signed to Aston Martin
on a 'one plus one' contract, giving the
team an option on his services for 2022,
which they decided to take up. Speaking
of his driver line-up for 2022, Team
Principal Otmar Szafnauer said, "Lance
is one of the most gifted drivers in mod-
ern Formula 1, and to that raw talent he
is now adding serious racecraft.

"A four-time world champion, hav-
ing driven 271 Grands Prix, of which he
has won 53, Sebastian is also a massive
asset to our team, and next year we
expect both of them to race well in what
will be a very different formula from the
current one.
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Suhas Yathiraj lives by the philos-
ophy of 'sports helps you con-

quer your own self '. And he lived
by his own words by clinching a sil-
ver medal in badminton at the
Tokyo Paralympics. Significantly,
his achievement also helped break
a common stereotype in India that
does not equate sporting excellence
with academics.

Yathiraj is an officer in the
Indian Administrative Service
(IAS), having achieved success in
one of the toughest examinations
in the country at the very first
attempt.

It was only in 2015/16 that he
turned into a professional para-
badminton player and has since
then been managing his duty as the
District Magistrate of Gautam
Buddha Nagar and his training as
a sportsperson to good effect.

"I think this (Tokyo
Paralympics) medal was celebrat-
ed by everyone in the country. The
amount of reception that we got in
New Delhi airport (shows that),"
Yathiraj told Olympics.com. "I
think the myth that studies and
sports can't be pursued together has

been broken. Many are surprised
that a person can be good in both
studies and sports.

"Parents also want their chil-
dren to be good in studies and
sports. They look at studies as the
more stable option. I think many
of the youth can at least get the con-
fidence to pursue both," he added.

The celebration at home
around his achievement at the
Paralympics medal also makes him
believe that the Tokyo Olympics

and Paralympics was a watershed
moment for India as it helped to
develop a sporting culture.

"The amount of support, love
that everyone is showing is great.
There was a time when celebrities
in the country used to be film stars
and only cricketers," Yathiraj said.

"But I think now, the Tokyo
Olympics and Paralympics would
be a watershed moment in the his-
tory of India, because of the
amount of adulation and recogni-
tion the Olympians and
Paralympians are getting. I think it's
definitely heart-warming," he
added.

And badminton remains a
spiritual experience for him. He,
however, is extremely methodical
in his approach towards the sport
and likes to work on its crucial
details.

"Badminton is meditation for
me. I am extremely methodical, I
develop my attack skills, defense
skills, my reach. I work minutely on
that part and also how I would cope
up in the match. I visualize match-
es in my head. So yeah, I do have
methods that give me comfort
while playing," Yathiraj explained.

Moreover, he is not active on

social media and stays away from
it, in part because of his profession-
al role and because he believes that
it doesn't add value to his life. "I am
not at all a reserved person. Because
of the administrative job that I hold,
I have intentionally kept myself
away from social media because I
don't see any value addition
through it. I have always believed
that we should not go behind fame
or money or anything," Yathiraj
said.

Yathiraj, 38, also considers the
silver medal at Tokyo Paralympics
will motivate him to go one better
at Paris Paralympics in 2024.

Yathiraj, who has an impair-
ment to his ankle, overcame the
challenges thrown at him to excel
in badminton. And he has several
international achievements to his
name.

He became the first-ever serv-
ing Indian bureaucrat to represent
and win a medal for India at the
global level when he won gold at
the 2016 Asian Para Badminton
Championship. That journey has
now taken him to the Paralympics
where he was just beaten in the final
of the SL4 category men's singles by
Lucas Mazur of France.
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Hours after the New
Zealand cricket team

called off its tour of Pakistan
just before the start of the first
ODI in Rawalpindi, Pakistan
Interior Minister Sheikh
Rasheed Ahmad said on
Friday that the tour was can-
celled under an international
'conspiracy', Express Tribune
reported.

Addressing a press confer-
ence in Islamabad, Ahmad
said that he will not name the
conspirators. However, he
added that some forces want to
make Pakistan a scapegoat

after what has been happening
in Afghanistan.

The New Zealand author-
ities do not have substantive
proof of a threat in Pakistan,
the minister said, hours after
the Kiwis cancelled their tour
of Pakistan, Geo TV reported.
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The newly-appointed
Pakistan Cricket Board

(PCB) chairman, Ramiz Raja
on Friday lashed out at the
New Zealand Cricket for
abandoning their internation-
al series at the last minute
after claiming to have received
a security alert from their gov-
ernment back home.

New Zealand have called
off their white-ball tour of
Pakistan because of security
concerns ahead of the first of
three ODIs at Pindi Cricket
Ground in Rawalpindi. Raja
warned NZC that the matter
will be taken up before the
International Cricket Council
(ICC). He took to Twitter to
express his anguish.
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Sharath named
chairman of BCCI
junior selection
committee
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Five-time Asian medallist
Shiva Thapa  (63.5kg)

stormed into the pre-quarter-
finals with a knockout victory
but former world champi-
onship bronze-winner Gaurav
Bidhuri (57kg)  exited after an
opening loss in the men's
National Boxing
Championships  here on Friday

Representing Assam,
Thapa knocked out Shubham
Mamta of Steel Plant Sports
Board (SPSB) in the opening
round of his bout. Shubham
was attended to by the medical
team after the body shot threw
him off balance in the ring.

"There is pain but he
should be alright. He will be
assessed again tomorrow," a top
official at the tournament told
PTI. However, Bidhuri
(Railways Sports Promotion
Board) was upstaged by
Haryana's Sachin, who pre-
vailed 4-1 in the bout. Sachin
is the reigning youth world
champion.Another Haryana
pugilist and South Asian
Games champion Ankit
Khatana made his way into the
75kg quarter-finals after he

out-punched Himachal
Pradesh's Dharm Pal in unan-
imous victory.

Telangana's Savio Dominic
Michael (54kg) and Goa's
Ashok Patil (67kg) too pro-
gressed to the last-eight stage
with identical 4-1 victories.

While Savio defeated
Jharkhand's Krishna Jora,
Ashok Patil got the better of

Himachal Pradesh's Mohan
Chander.

Chandigarh's Kuldeep
Kumar (48kg) and Sachin were
among the other  boxers to
make progress on the third day
of the Championships. 

Kuldeep booked a berth in
the quarter-finals after an easy
4-0 win over Rajsthan's Sushil
Sahran.
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Ellyse Perry set to
return to new-ball role
against India women
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England's tour of Pakistan next
month in doubt now: Reports
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NZ put off Pak tour over security


